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I N THESUPREME COURT OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
A n d IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION,
Plaintiff/Appellants,

)

1

1
)

1
1\
GOODING COUNTY,

Supreme Court No. 35980-2008
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

t

Appeal from the District Court of the sthJudicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE BARRY WOOD, DISTRICT JUDGE

Kenneth McClure
GIVENS PURSLN, LLP
P.0, Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Calvin Campbell
GOODING COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, I D 83330
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX
Date

Document

Page(s)/Vol (s)

VOLUME 1 BEGINS:
Oct. 9, 2007
Nov. 30, 2007
Dec. 17, 2007
Jul 18, 2008

IndexesIROA
Complaint for Declaratory/Injunctive Relief
Written Consent to File Amended Complaint
Amended Complaint for Dec/Injunctive Relief
Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum of Law in Support of MSJ
Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support
Affidavit of Mathew Thompson in Support
Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter in Support
Idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support

VOLUME 2 BEGINS:
Indexes/RO
Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support

P

VOLUME 3 BEGINS:
indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 1

(a-f)
359-565/3

VOLUME 4 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 2
VOLUME 5 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 3
VOLUME 6 BEGINS:
Aug. 15, 2008

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

26, 2008
27, 2008
28, .2008
6, 2008
10, 2008

Indexes/ROA
(a-f)
Brief in Opposition to Plfs MSJ
1011-1020/6
Affidavit of 30hn Horgan in Opposition
1021-1121/6
Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition
1122-1148/6
Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition
1149-1151/6
(Duplicate attachment CAFO Ordinance #90 Omitted)
1152-1154/6
Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet
Second Affidavit of Deborah Xristensen
1154 (a)-1154(dd)/ 6
Plfs Reply to Def's Opposition to MS3
1155-1172/6
Orders on Plaintiffs Motion for Summ Jdmt..
1173-1227/6
Judgment on Summary Judgment
1228-1233/6
Notice of Appeal
1.234-1238/6
Exhibit List
1239/6
Clerks Certificates
1240-1241/6
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Document
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-

Page ( s )/Vol

Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support
Jul 18, 2008
114-118/1
Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support Jul 18, 2008
129-358/2Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter in Support Jul 18, 2008
124-128/1
Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition
Aug. 15, 2008
1021-1121/6
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 1 Jul 18, 2008
359-565/3
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 2 Jul 18, 2008
566-794/4
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 3 Jul 18, 2008
795-1010/5
Affidavit of Mathew Thompson in Support
Jul 18, 2008
119-123/1
Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in.opposition Aug. 15, 2008
1122-1148/6
Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition
Aug. 15, 2008
1149-1151/6
I
Amended Complaint for Dec/Injunctive Relief Nov. 30, 2007
41-56/1
Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses
Dec. 17, 2007
57-67/1
Brief in Opposition to Plfs MSJ
Aug. 15, 2008
1011-1020/6
Clerks Certificates
1240-124116
Complaint for Declaratory/Injunctive Relief Oct. 9, 2007
1-38/1
Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet
Aug. 15. 2008
1152-1154/6
Exhibit List
1239/6
Idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support Jul 18, 2008
128(a)-12B(h) 11
Indexes/ROA
(a-f)/all
Judgment on Summary Judgment,
Nov. 6, 2008
1228-1233/6
Memorandum of Law in support of MSJ
Jul 18, 2008
71-113/1
Notice of Appeal
Dec. 10, 2008
1234-1238/6
Orders on Plaintiffs Motion for Summ Jdmt.. Oct. 28, 2008
1173-1227/6
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
Jul 18, 2008
68-70/1
Plfs Reply to Def's Opposition to MSJ
Aug. 27, 2008
1155-1172/6
Second Affidavit of Deborah Kristensen
Aug. 26, 2008
1154 (a)-1154(dd)/6
Written Consent to File Amended Complaint
Nov. 30, 2007
39-40/1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX

-

Date: 2/26/2009
Time: OL

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

, PM

User: CYNTHIA

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
idaho Dairy Association, inc., etai. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

1/9/2007

NCOC

CYNTHIA

New Case Filed Other Claims

10/9/2007

APER

CYNTHIA

APER

CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., and ldaho Barry Wood
Cattle Association Appearance Kenneth McClure
Defendant: Gooding County Board Of
Barry Wood
Commissioners Appearance Calvin H. Campbell
Barry Wood
Filing: G3 Ail Other Actions Or Petitions, Not
Demanding $ Amounts Paid by: ldaho Dairy
Association, Inc., (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0004379 Dated: 10/9/2007 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (plaintiff)

SMlS

CYNTHiA

Summons Issued

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of ServiceISummons Returned

Barry Wood

NOAP

CYNTHIA

Special Appearance (I.R.C.P. 4(i)(2)

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHiA

Motion iRCP 12(b)(2); 12(b)(4); 4(i)(2)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

NTHR

CYNTHiA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
01/08/2008 11:00 AM)
Notice Of Hearing By Parties

MlSC

CYNTHiA

Written Consent to file Amended Compiaint

Barry Wood

AMCO

CYNTHIA

Amended Complaint Fof Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief

Barry Wood

12/6/2007

NOAP

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

1211012007

ACSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Appearance by Calvin Campbell on
behalf ofthe County
Acceptance Of Service

Barry Wood

AFSV

CYNTHIA

Affidavit Of Service

Barry Wood

ANSW

CYNTHiA

Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHiA

Motion to Dismiss

Barry Wood

1I212008

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Bany Wood

111412008

REQD,

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
01/08/2008 11:00 AM: Hearing Vacated
Request For Discovery

I2/5/2007
1111612007

11/30/2007

1211712007

1/29/2008

Judge

-

Barry Wood

-

'

'

Barry Wood
~ a r k ~ o o d

Barry Wood

211512008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Barry Wood
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Richard Carlson Receipt number: 0000411
Dated: 1/29/2008 Amount: $16.00 (Check)
Notice Of Service
Barry Wood

3/24/2008

MiSC

CYNTHIA

Set Trial letter to counsel

Barry Wood

4/8/2008

NORT

CYNTHIA

Note Of issueirequest For Trial (by Plaintiff)

Barry Wood

411412008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial I l l 1812008
09:OO AM)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
10/28/2008 10:30 AM)

Barry Wood

PTSO

CYNTHIA

Pre Triai Scheduiing Order issued

Barry Wood

NORT

CYNTHIA

Note Of issueirequest For Trial (by Defendant)

Barry Wood

4115/2008

CYNTHIA

-
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Time: OL

J
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., etai. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

4/23/2008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

4/29/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

711812008

DISC

Judge
Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Motion for Disqualificationof Alternate Panel
Judge (Butler)
Order for Disqualificationof Aiternate Panel
Judge (Butler)
Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Mathhew Thompson in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter DVM in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

~ k d a v iof
t Maw Patten in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Defendant's ADR Statement

Barry Wood

DISC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

7/22/2008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

7/28/2008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 08/26/2008 01:30 PM)
Motion to Continue

Barry Wood

STIP

CYNTHIA

Stipulation to Continue

Barry Wood

CONT

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

7/30/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
09/02/2008 01:30 PM)
Order to Continue Hearing

Barry Wood

8/5/2008

DISC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

811412008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Volume 2 begins

Barry Woad

811512008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition to Plfs
Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion to Strike Affidavits

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition

Barry Wood

MlSC .

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Brief in Opposition

Barry Wood

811612008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Tom Fauikner in Opposition

Barry Wood

8/26/2008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Affidavit of D Kristensen in Support

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

8/27/2008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

ldaho Dairymens Response to Motion to Strike
Affidavits
Plfs Reply to Defendant's Opposition....

9/2/2008

CMlN

CYNTHIA

7/2112008

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Court Minutes Hear~ngtype: Motion for Summary Barry Wood
Judgment Hearing date: 9/2/2008 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: Dc 08-10

-.

-

Date: 112~12009
Time: 0,

J

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

PM

User: CYNTHI)

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
idaho Dairy Association, inc., etal. vs. Goodlng County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

91212008

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Barry Wood
held on 0910212008 01:30 PM: Hearing Held
and Motion to Strike Affidavits

91312008

DISC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

Barry Wood

911712008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

911812008

MiSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

10/112008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Defendants Disclosure of Unavailable dates for
Triai
Plaintiffs Unavailable Dates

Barry Wood

1011612008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

NotIceOf Service

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Answers to Plaintiffs First Set of interrogatories.... Barry Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

CONT

CYNTHIA

Hdaringresuit for Pretriai Conference held on
1012812008 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Continued (Court Triai 04/21/2009 09:OO AM).

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

1012312008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

1012812008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

FJDE

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
,
.
03/31/2009 10:30 AM)
Supplemental Answers to Pifs Interrogatories and
Request for Production
Order on Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment (Denied) and.Defendantls Motion to
Strike (Denied); Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment Granted
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Ciosed

Barry Wood

111612008

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment

Barry Wood

1211012008

APSC

CYNTHIA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Barry Wood

NOTC

CYNTHiA

Notice of Appeal

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Filing: T - Civii Appeals To The Supreme Court
Barry Wood
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: idaho
Cattle Association, (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0005069 Dated: 1211012008 Amount: $15.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (piaintiff)
Voided Transaction: Receipt or Disbursement
Barry Wood
(Receipt# 5069 dated 1211012008)
Filing: T Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
Barry Wood
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: McCiure,
Kenneth R. (attorney for ldaho Cattle
Association,) Receipt number: 0005088 Dated:
12/12/2008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: ldaho
Cattle Association. (plaintiff)

1012212008

JULiE
CYNTHiA

Judge

-

Barry Wood

Barry Wood
BarryWood

-

Date: 1/26/2009
Time: 0.

J

User: CYNTHIP

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

PM

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date
12/12/2008

Code

User
CYNTHIA

Judge
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of
Barry Wood
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Givens
Pursley Receipt number: 0005089 Dated:
12/12/2008 Amount: $335.00 (Check)

KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
D E B O U I<. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PVRSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
S : \ C M 7 2 8 3 i n P l u o l riiF1SO PirbiiiirMSlrXlC

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHOjIN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,
Plaintiffs,

I
I

:
I

I

I
I

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1
AFFIDAVIT OF MARV PATTEN IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMAR
JUDGMENT

VS.

GOODWG COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

I

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.

County of Ada

1

MARV PATTEN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

1.

I am the CAFO/Dairy Bureau Chief at the Idaho State Department of Agriculture

("ISDAI') and make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge as such. As Bureau Chief, I
oversee and have many responsibilities at the ISDA, including: (1) sanitation compliance and
inspection of all milk and other dairy products produced within the state; (2) enforcement of the
milk licensing program; (3) management of the dairy environmental program, which includes
A.FFIDAVIT OF MARV PATTEN IN SUPPORT OR PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 1

-

Soil Sampling
The How, Why, and
"Then What?"

I

I

~ h Sample
y
Soil?

I

>Environmental concerns
-Nutrient management
-Best Management Practice
9Proper crop fertilization
-Nutrient use efficiency

7
What Is Measured?

9Portion of total nutrient content
-"Snap-shot"
9Cannot measure all available nutrients
-Nutrients continually become available
-Models to predict

sSupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Th'en What?"

When To Sample?
>Close to planting or crop need
-Ideally 2 4 weeks prior
-Plan on 1 week for lab analysis
>Can sample very wet, very dry, or frozen
soils
-Do not sample snow covered fields

How Often To Sample?
9 A t least once per cropping cycle
>Annually is better
-Mobile nutrients
-Not necessary for all nutrients
-Then fertilize for yield potential

Sampling Procedures
>The Goal:
-Collect a sample that best represents the
area to be fertilized
-Representative sample
>If' not representative, then:
-Analysis will be misleading
-Improper nutrient management

mSuppfement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

I

More information
PSoil Sampling
anpirmro.sg.uidnho.cduiuiuiwcslP
DFsiU(T07W.pif

I

I

>Management Unit
Sampling

., . .. ... .".."
.,,.
.la.
c!wtkLm~;G2ts4-A?zs

,

s

I

Materials Needed

I

information and

Sampling Equipment

I

I

>Probe or auger

-Not msty or galvanized

>%rn~Ieh s a

msupplement - Soil,Sampiing - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

1

1

I
I

Areas With Variations
>Divide areas with varied topography and
different soil types
>Divide into relatively uniform areas
9Avoid dividing to impractically small
areas
>Avoid unusual areas
-Fence lines, dead f u ~ ~ o wetc.
s,

msupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and " ~ h k nWhat?"

Composite Sample
PSample made up of a number of subsamples
PNumber of subsamples depends on:
-Uniformity
-Size of area
-Absolute minimum of 10 per sampling division
-The more the better

I

Number of Subsamvles

Sampling
>Take samples randomly
-Distribute tlvoughout area
-Meander or zigzag
-There are some special considerations
PMix samples thoroughly = composite
sample
P i pint to 1 pound of soil

.Supplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

-

I.

-

Sampling Depth

>Depends on:
-Crop
-Cultural practices
-Tillage depth
-Nutrients to be
andyzed

Sample Handling
>Keep samples cool
-Put in your cooler on ice
-Can be frozen or refrigerated
>Can air dry them
-Best to let laboratory do this
>Do NOT throw on dashboard for a few
hours or longer!

Label The Bag
I"

>Name
>Contact information
>Field namehumber
>Sample number
>Sample depth

=Supplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Thkn What?"

1

Special Considerations
k~and-leveledor eroded areas
>Furrow-imgated fields
kFields with band applied fertilizer
>Reduced tillage or no-till fields

I

1

Land-leveled or Eroded Areas
>Little or no
original topsoil
>Sa~npieseparately,
if large enough

.Supplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

I

Furrow-imgated Fields
>Best sample before furrows are made

>If already made:
-Sample approximately 20 sites
-Need at least 3 samples per site
-Hilltop, midpoint, and furrow bottom
- 12 inch sample at midpoint

Furrow Imgation

I

Sampling Furrows

mSupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, a n d "Then What?"

Banded Fertilizer Areas
>Special sampling needed if:
-Adequate tillage has not occurred
-Previous year's banded fieid has not been
tilled
>Three possible methods
-Systematic sampling
-Controlled sampling
-Random sampling

I

Systematic Sampling
>Know the direction, spacing, and depth
of band
>Take 5 to 10 samples perpendicular to
the band
-Begin at edge of a band
-Stop at edge of adjacent band
>Do this at 20 sites
>Mix samples thoroughly

Controlled Sampling
>Know direction, spacing, and depth of band
PTake 20 to 30 samples scattered throughout
field.
>Do NOT sample directly on fertilizer band
>Mix thoroughly
PMay result in lower values for non-mobile
nutrients (P, K, & micros)

msupplement.--Soil Sampling - The.
How, Why, and. "Th'en What?"

Random Sampling
>Band information
PTake 10 to 60

/

I

Reduced or No-till Fields
&Best to know field history
-Fertilization
-Tillage
-Management practices
9Ifnon-mobile nutrients have been
broadcast,
-Remove top 1 inch before sampling

I

I

Reduced or No-till Fields
bIf fertilizer has been banded
-Follow methods for banded fertilizer
&If no-tilled for several years
-Sample for pH in top foot at 3 inch
intervals every 3 to 5 years
0-3 inches
~ ' 3 - 6inches
6-9 inches

.
-

9-12 inches

msupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

I

I

Grid Sampling
>Follow a grid for area to sample
>Size of grid varies
>Shorter distance between points = more
precision
9Produce soil map based on nutrient values
PBeneiits:
-Greater nutrient use efficiency
- Reduced environmental impacts

""ThenWhat?"

Get It Analyzed
PTake your samples to soil testing lab
>Costs vary between labs
>Costs vary between tests
PAllow 1-3 weeks for analysis
%Obtain results

msupplement - Soil ,Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

Fertilizer Guides

:=--.--.---

>Just rhar, A guide
+2gyZg
---.----.
---.-.-->Assume ail other
x7==z=--- %z3+-?;
-----.-"--..I-.....
-..-.-requiremenrs are in =Z-zz-- Z
Z
'
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=
y
>Recommendations y-=-.
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&
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mSupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Th'en What?"

.-

Soil test (24") plus fertilizer N (IblA)

.Supplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

=Supplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

I

Nitrogen ~ecommendation
%NO,-N: 1 1 l ppm

I

- Affect nodulation

I

PNeed to add 0 Ib Nlac
-Unless you plan to fntilize it

Phosphorus Recommendation

mSupplement - Soil Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

I

Potassium Recommendation
>K 472 ppm

'-zlmadn*usb-'-MII,
--*%.ws-H

-.,

wrxn

smx.

rill*-,

>Need to add
0 Ib Klac

-
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:*
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&-

m
.

s

3

rn m

w
.

* %=

0

m

xe
?*

m

I

Conclusions
>Know your area to sample
>Take good representative samples
>Follow proper sampling techniques
9Following these procedures will give you
reliable information about your soil.

I

Questions?

supplement - Soi! Sampling - The
How, Why, and "Then What?"

Extension Educator, Crop
Twin Falls County

!

>Both water and
crop production
>Without water
p ~ u t r i e n t swill not be available to pl

>Drought stress

>Too much water
>Poor nutrient-use efficiency
PStarvesplants of oxygen
>Increases potential for surface or gr
water contamination

>Increased disease potential

)Too little water
>Poor nutrient-use efficiency
bNutrient deficiencies

>Increased pest potential

>To effectively and effic
minimize nutrient'loss due to i
>Achieving potentialyield goals
>Good commodity quality
>Environmental protection

14

1

Water ~ o l h g \ ~ a ~ a c i t ~
)Maximum amount of av
the soil can retain per foot
PCapillaly force is the under y~
principle
FSrnaller capillary retains more wat
>Larger capillary retains less water
)Pores =capillaries

9Directly influenced by soil texture

l Pi*

-

11 The ~ffecti-ting

Depth

I

>Typical depth of roots
restrictive laver
PDetermines how much water
accessible
>Impenetrable layers restrict rooti
PDecreases the amount of accessible w

>Rooting depth grows as the crop gro
>Amount of available water will increase

generally the biggest
>Sum of these two amounts is ca

PET is rate of water re

-

PTrends are different for0 eac
>Slight variations in a crop's g
trend each year
1
>Changes closely follow crop grow
through the season
>Fluctuates within a season
9 D u e to weather conditions

I

PSoii water holding capacity\
PCurrent soil moisture status
1
>Daily crop ET and seasonal ET pa
for specific crop
>The amount of water applied at each
migation

I

. .

PDepends on irrigation
>Range of outputs
>Different application efficienci

>Some water is lost during irrig
>Surface irrigation
>Runoff,leaching, and evaporation
9Sprinkler irrigation
>Same 3 as above, wind drifS and system lea

PSystem's ability to de
be stored in the crop
PReported as a percentage
>Determines how much water to
order to deliver a specific amoun
>At 35% efficiency, have to apply 2.8 in

>Field corn at poillnation s
9Portneuf silt loam
>Last lmgatlon completed July 1
>Water use m last 7 days = 2 1 Inch

950% for ail growth stag

irrigation (MAD)?
P M A D = (6.3 in.)(.50) = 3.15 inches

PAdd .5 inch (silt loam) for water use
PMAD = 3.15 + 0.5 =3.65 inches

Ia
IR

PWhat was the average daily-er

2.1 inches 1 7 days =

PDetermine the days b
PMAD 1 average daily wate

use

1

(

f

>Determine the amount of w
to apply
>Net irrigation should be 3.65 in
9Application efficiency of furrov
is 35%
Gross Irrigation = N e t Irrigation 1 Application E

Gross Imgation = 3.6510.35 = 10.4 inc

ion Calculation

PSame conditions as Ex

9Wendell loamy fine sand
>.Water holding capacity of 1.22 inc
9How much will this change our
calculations? 7.1 days to next irrigatio
Gross irrigation = 6.1 inc

I

9Many systems can
needs
>Most meet 80-90% of peek dem
PSoil profile needs to be full prior
demand
>Makes up difference
>Do not over do it
>Overlv excessive irrigation will cause

>Can cause leaching, loss of nutr
9Some degree of leaching is accept!
excessive is not
9When irrigation exceeds infiltration
>Runoff will result
>The degree of loss will depend on the
nutrient and conditions

>Very soluble and not infl
>Very mobile in soil
>Mobility dependent on:
>Concentration in soil
>Amount of water movement through s
9Proper soil, crop, and nutrient

.

.

9Rate, time, source, an
9Use of nitrification inhibitors
9Intensity of cropping and crop u
9 Soil characteristics that affect perc
>Quantity, pattern, and time of
precipitationiinigation

9Not a significant le
FP readily attaches to soil

9 P absorbs to calcium carb
soil
9Ca-P
9More CaCO, = less P available to p
leaching losses

9High risk of runoff losses
9Ca-P will be camed off in surface wat
during a runoff event

-

>Irrigation system

11

&Soil tes

Irrigation S*

~fficienc~

k

9 Different imgation systems ha
efficiencies

ifferent

1

I

>Modify existing systems
9Dammer-dikes

9 Soil &water re
9lmgation efficiency
9Imgation scheduling

.
9 MoiSture monitoring
>Nutrient losses due t o

9 Reducing nutrient

or mae mtama~ion~ ~ I V I D :
U 011 NulnentManagmRil CU

.

Universityof Idaho
College of Agricultural and Life

Incorrect Consideration of Soil Properties
Causes Most Irrigation System Problems
9Infiltration rate - excess runoff
9Water holding capacity / soil depth
gincorrect number of lines
>incorrect set time
>potential for nutrient leaching

Infiltration Rate
9Highest for sands and gravels
>Lowest for clays
9Rate reduced by compaction
9changes during the season

Infiltration (incheslhour)
9Sands
>Sandy loam
PSilt Loam
PClay loam
PClay

0.5-1
0.3-0.5
0.2-0.4
0.1-0.2
<O. 1

Prooer ~umr,inlet screenine is essential ;or sorinkler

Application Efficiency
>The percentage of applied water that is
placed in the crop root zone. Losses
include:
>Droplet evaporation &wind drift
FEvaporation from plant leaves & bare soil
>Runoff
PDeep Percolation

I

Set M o v e
(Hand line, Wheel line)
>Can imgate the entire area
9Usuaily sized to meet peak ET
>Uniformity is poor relative to other systems
PSwing pipes help with wind skips on all but
sandy soils
PLeaks &worn nozzles degrade uniformity
PLabor costs are high

I

Solid Set (Usually 40 x 40 Spacing)
>Portable (used mainly for potatoes)
>Good for odd-shaped areas (pivot comers)
>Convenient operation during the season
>Generally sized to meet peak ET
>Better application uniformity than set-move
systems
>Expensive equipment costs (about $1000/ac)

cation Eflieiene

Center Pivot (Low & High - Pressure)

1

I

I

>Convenient to manage
>Low labor requirements for operation
>Irrigates only part or full circles
9High application uniformity
>Usually sized at about 80-90% of peak
alfalfa ET (usually 6.5 to 7.0 @acre)
9Ao~lication/ revolution usuallv 4".so

Depth Penetrated by a 1-inch Net Water Application
(assuming uniform soil properties and uniform initial
soil moisture with depth)

years (wear and mineral deposits cause pressure
to be too high or low & lower uniformity)

Dual Nozzle Applications
>Use regular size for crops & larger size for
lagoon effluent (larger drops & less drift)
PNozzle clip holds alternate nozzle in place at
each drop for easy changing
>Cost: clip (about $1 10) nozzle chart (about
$50) and nozzles (about $1 10)

II
I

Replace Pivot Nozzle Pack
>Before high value or water sensitive crop
>Every 5 years at minimum
>Pressure regulators & maybe nozzle pack
>Improves application uniformity (can mean
up to $5Ot/acre in potatoes)
>Cost: regulators (about $700), spinner body
motor & d a t e (about $1500) &nozzles

II
1

I

Reduce Pivot & Linear Runoff Losses By:
bChoose proper application pack
>Use fore & aft booms to spread application
pattern
>Limit application per revolution
bUse dual-nozzle clip with smaller nozzles for
germination & emergence
> Dammer dike or reservoir till

Fore and Aft Booms Spread the Application
Pattern & Reduce Runoff

Runoff

Losses By:

>Choose proper nozzle size
>Mainrain adequate system pressure
>Shorten set time
>Dammer dike or reservoir till
>Use PAM, Ozone, or other soil
amendments?

I

Reservoir Tillage
9 Increases surface storage to minimize runoff
9More effective on flat fields than sloping ones
>Storage capacity
90-2% slopes, 0.75 ~nchstorage
9 2 4 % slopes, 0.5 inch storage
9 >5% slopes, 0.25 inch storage
9"Mini ponds" tend to break down as the season
progresses

Drop Tubes
PReduce off-site odor
PHigher risk of runoff unless application is
at very low rate
> D o n o t remove pressure regulators

End Guns
9 Require booster pumps on low-pressure
systems (costly and low reliability)
>High droplet impact energy seals soil, reduces
seedling emergence &causes runoff on bare
soils
9About 30% of water applied is in a location
with insufficient water to produce a crop
9 Fine drops 8: drift increase odor potential so
do not use end guns with lagoon water

I

I

Comer Arms
>Costly (nearly %30,000lo water about 26 acres or about
$1 I Solacre)
P
' Rmuire VFD. Otherwise. machine Diessure is too low
whkn arm fully extended L e.g. "spiking"
>Application rate can be excessive, producing severe
~ n o f and
f lutling
P Therefore, probably not suitable on silty or clay soils
> A very complex machine - Mr Murphy is usually quite
active!

Imgation of Pivot Comers
9 Requires exha labor to set and move pipe
>Solid set can cost up to $1,00Oiac
9 Water and fertility management is poorer than
under the pivot
FOn grain: Three years of yield measurements
showed about 10-15 bdac less on the comer area
>Therefore, most profitable option is to collect
water from a number of comers and use it on
another pivot (if land is available)

(Hose Drag or A u t o Couple)

I

>Convenient to manage
>Low labor requirements for operation

I

>Irrigates entire rectangular area

I

>High application uniformity
>Usually sized at about 80-90% of peak
alfalfa ET (usually 6.5 to 7.0 gpmlacre)
FAo~lication1 aass usually <I", so depth of

I

Sprinkler Application Uniformity
Depends on:
>Nozzle design selected
>Nozzle spacing & height
>Degree of nozzle wear
>Correct operating pressure
>Wind velocity

Water Content I Compaction
>Optimum moisture content for each soil
PCompaction is less when drier or wetter
PSoil structnre &permeability are reduced by
traffic when wetter
PTillage or ripping to reduce compaction must
be done at dry moisture content
PIn eeneral, optimum moisture content is close

Sancl Rlrdia film n u s t be trscd lo rrzeo,c debris l r u n ~
lagoon water burore irrigation a i l h drip irrigaliu#~.
Disk litter5 plug IOU FPS~IY.

Surface Irrigation
Considerations

I

Surface Irrigation considerations
>More water applied at head of field
>System must have some runoff for
reasonable application efficiency
>Soil erosion is a serious problem in many
soils
PIniection of effluent should occur at

Set time too long

-

Application Efficiency
>About 30110% for "typical" S ID systems
930-40% runoff
>20-30% deep percolation

PRunoff water is not "wasted", it is reused downstream
>Deep percolation contributes to
groundwater recharge but does move

Improving Down - Furrow Imgation
Uniformity
PMore water is added at the top of the field
due to longer intake opportunity time
>More rapid advance improves uniformity
but increases surface runoff

Improving Down - Furrow Irrigation
Uniformity, Cont.
>Typical design gives advance time of % of
set time
PPractices such as surge inigation cutback
imgation or land leveling improve
uniformity
>Furrow packing and shaping
>Reduces infiltration at head of furrow

Fields rvith sandy zones may not he a good candidate for
lagoon effluent application by surfnce irrigation

Impact of Furrow Shape on Advance
and Lateral Wetting
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Improving furrow to furrow uniformity

I

)Minimize variation in inflow rates
>Gated pipe or siphon tubes
>Or, adjust to even-up advance
)Till to break up tracks
)Track or pack every h o w
PGradinz to ~rovidemore uniform sloue

*Wale, eollcctcd at
the base of the field

I

Determine the net depth of water applied
(siphon tubes or gated pipe)
d = (0.97qTE)I(LW)

P
P
P
P
P
9

where

d = depth o f usable water applied, inches
q = furrow inflow rate, gallons per minute, gpm
T = set time,hours
E = application efficiency, %
L = furrow length, feet
W =spacing between
furrows, feet

Example of Water-Depth Added
Given siphon Nbe flow af 7 gpm, an estimated
application efficiency of40%, set time of 12 hours,
run length of 660 Ct, furrow spacing of 22 inches

and every other furrow irrigated.
Usable water applied is:

d - 1.3 inclxer net irrig=tiv#~

Questions?

Animal Production and

1

The Flow o f Nutrients on

Traditional Ag. vs. Factory F m n g
Traditional Family Farm: 50-100 cows
on 100-200 acres. All feed for the
animals is produced on the farm.
Adequate land is available for the manure

Factory Farming: 1500 cows on 100-200
acres. Feed must be purchased. Manure
must be exported off of the facility.
hcreasd in efficiency &profitability.
Increase in challenges associated with
manure management, especially in areas
with a high concentration of livestock.

Depending on the size and type
of production system, manure
will be handled in a variety of

Pit system

Most large scale swine farms use
barns with slatted floors built
above a large concrete pit filled
with water.
Very efficient way of handling
the manure.
Decreased air quality inside the
barn.

Beef or Heifer Feedlots

A large number of beef or heifer

feedlots build large mounds with the
manure generated by the animals.
Mounds are used by the animals to
bed on.
Reduces or possibly eliminates the
need to move manure outside of the
corral.

Mounds provide a fairly dry place
for animals to lay during wet
weather.
* Under the Idaho "Beef Rules",

this is currently an acceptable
practice.

When writing-a nutrient
management plan for a producer
that mounds manure, a separate
waste category should be created
for mounded manure, and the
percentage of manure being
mounded should be shown in this

I

Open lots or sheds

Most common type of animal
housing in Idaho.
Popular with smaller producers and
common on older facilities.
Low initial investment.
*-Pensor corrals are cleaned
periodically, waste is handled as a
solid product, most often piled and

I

Freestall Barn

Freestail Flush

Extremely efficient way to handle
the manure.
* Minimal labor involved.
* Can create serious odor issues
* Requires a large land base for the

application of liquid manure.

Manure can be handled as a slurry
or separated and handled as both a
solid and a liquid.
Doesn't require as much land for
liquid application.

Increased costs and labor
involved in this process.
Can be a difficult product to deal
with during certain times of the
year.

1

I

-

Nutrient Production
I

-Manure & runoff

Production facilities
-Manure & process water

I

Production - Process Water

>Milking equipment

Production - Process Water
PCleaning
>Facilities
9Equipment
>Pipelines
>Bulk tank
>Miscellaneous equipment

I

I
I

Production - Feed Storage
>Runoff from
>Feed preparation
>Feed storage
>Feeding areas

Conclusion
Lrregardless of the size or type of
operation, everyone (the producer
and the public) benefits from the use
of nutrient management planning.
* Nutrient management planning can
be used to assist almost any farmer or
livestock producer.

I

Questions?

Waste Storage Sizing

I

Jenifer Bcddoer, PE NRCS
Developed by MontcssaYoung, E1T

1

I

The "Rules"
PDairy Facilities

I

- 180 days

>Process Water
>Runoff Water

9Beef facilities

- 120 days

, .,

..

>Runoff Water

I

Dairy Process Water
PExtremely Variable
PList All Water
Sources
>Estimate

>TEST
>Don't be Afraid to
Ask Quest~onsf

I

Dairy Process Water
Cleankg of Milhng Parlors

Dairy Process Water

Dairy Process Water
>Need to Know
>Size of Wash Vat

>Number of Cycles

..

-

Dairy Process Water
Parlor and Holding Pen Cleaning
>How Many GPM?
PGarden Hose. 5-15 GP
PPower Hose: 20-30 GP
>How Many Hoses?
PHow Long are They Used?

,
Dairy Process Water

1 Parlor and Holding Pen Cleaning

1I

Dairy Process Water
Milk Cooling and Equipment
B Water Cooled Vacuum
Pump or Compressor

P ivleaslli~outlet voime horn
pump or compressor
iIf you do nor haveaplarc

3. Works on cold hesh water,
sometimes mixed with glycol
P Ratio is usually 2:1 water lo

I
1

1
i

i

Dairy-Process Water-

/

II

1

Where Does the Water Go?

I

Dairy Process Water
Miscellaneous Water Use

%CleaningMilk House
Floor

Well Meter Reading

I

Beef Process Water

9Caiculate Voiume

Truck Washing Facilities
9Livestock Truck
Washing Facilities
>Must Store All
Process Water
During the NonLand Application
Season
91nciuding Runoff

-

!

Runoff Issues

-

9 Roof Runoff
Bin-Conal
Containment
bAcceptable for
Beef Facilities
bun-Acceptable
for Daily
Facilities
2PMO

1

How Runoff is Calculsted

I

I

2 SUIface

I
Runoff Example

I
-

3% Slope: 4,625 €0

3% Slope: 9,218 A3

I

Runoff Example

P Process Water (ifany)
9 Runoff from 1:25 Year 24 Hour Storm
P Runoff from 1 :5 Winter Precrpitation
9 Manure that Enters Liouid Svstem
9 Precipitation from 1:25 y
24 Hour Storm and 1:5 Wint
on Top of the Pond

Pond and Bern Requirements
PMinimum of 1' of Freeboard
>Minimum of 2:i Slope
9 3 : 1 is Recommende

>Soil Liner Material
and be Compacted ct
90% Proctor

1

.

-

I

Pond and Berm Requirements
PMinimum Liner Thickness = 1'
PBedrock Cover
9Additional Foot
9Min. 2' Separation

Procedure for ~ u i l d i n ~
a Pond or Berm
9Complete an Accurate Sizing
9Contact ISDA and Countv P&Z for

I

Procedure for Building
a Pond or Berm
PCall ISDA for Inspections and Soil Analysis
i B c f u r c Consn,.nan
i D u n n g Conriluctlon
>When Completed
i \ l r g ' Casll) to FIX Coo
Haler lo Prc\ en! 'llicni

3Consiruc11onRequ~rcn
>Pond Hc!gl>t
>Sod Fcarurcs

/

I

Waste Storage Pond

I

Conclusion

I

'

PUnderestimating the Process Water Use
and Runoff Area is Not Providing a
Service to the Producer

Questions?

I

Manure Characteristics and
Nutrient Calculations

Source of Manure
Characteristics Data
>Manure Sampling
>Book Values
9NRCS Ag Waste Management Field
Handbook
PASAE EP 384.1 Book Values
>Midwest Plan Service
>Tables based on animal units

What is an Animal Unit?
>An animal unit is 1,000 pounds of any
type of animal
>One 1,400 pound dairy cow: 1.4 AU
Bone 200 pound pig: 0.2 AU
>One7 pound chicken: 0.07 AU

/

How Do I Use the Tables?

Units

!

&Table values are in pounds per day per animal
unit
9Example: How much nitrogen do 150, 1,400
pound lactating dairy cows produce in a week?

*

1. AU: (150 1,400)11000 : 210 AU
2.210 AU 7 days * 0.45 IbidaylAU

Answer: 661.5 pounds of Nitrogen

Practice
mis moss tako out your calculators, penciland worksheel)

Example:
9 100 M i b g cows (1,400 pounds)
9 15 Dry cows (1,400 pounds)
9 7 5 Heifers (850 pounds)
9 2 5 Calves (350 pounds)
PCalculate animal units
#of animals * w e i ~ h t
1,000

I

-

Worksheet

Table Values

I

Worksheet

Pounds Per Year Produced
AU * (N, P or K) IbIdlAU* 365

Waste Groups

I

PManure is handled differently depending on
>Animal housing
>Type of animal
>Manure collection system
>Manure treament system
>Manure application system

Default Groups in OnePlan
>Default groups
>Solid
>Liquid
>Separated Solids
>Pasture

PMay need to add additional groups for
mounded or imported manwe.
>May not need some groups

How Much in Each Group?
% of Waste Deposited by Dairy Cow

Example
9The dairy washes the milking
parlor and holding pen
9Dry cows and heifers spend
three months on pasture
9 A concrete gravity separator is
used

Calculate % To Each Group
P solid
P85% of Milkers
P75% of Drys
P75% of Heifers
F100% of Caivcs
P Seoaraied Solids
P9% of Milkers

PLiquids
P6% of Milkers

PPasture
P25% of Drys
b25% of Heifers

Calculate N, P and K

I

I
(

Follow formulas anduse lblyr numbcis calculated above

I

Nitrogen Losses
PNitrogen losses occur through ammonia
volatilization
PWhat conditions increase volatilization?
9Temperature
bMicrobial activity
bIlumidity, available water
)Access to air (moving, turning)

Nitrogen Retention Values
Storage - AWMlW Chap 11 Waste Utilization
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Nitrogen Retention Values

I

I

Calculate Nitrogen Losses

I

I

Total N (before to-)
*Storage *Appl.*Denitrifiati =
Total N (aTler loses)

I

I

Congratulations!
>Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium
for animal side of the equation is
calculated and separated into waste

I

>The other half of the equation is to
calculate how much of each group

Crop Uptake
>Source of Data
>AWMFH Table 6-6

Plant nutrient uptake by specified crop
and removed in the harvested part of
the crop
>Data provided through research

Using Crop Uptake Table
a".

UI M

tt-

in

i)r

m

o a

a m

arms

What is the N,P and K uptake of 8 tonlacre alfalfa?
P Nitmgen:

8 tons * Z W O t o M b *.OZW = 3W lblawe

P Phosqhortrs: St-

+

?O
. W loosnb *.OW%=3 5 1 1 W x e

9 Potaaium: 8 tons * ZMX1 t a M b *.0187 = 299.2 lb/aere

I

om

Crop Uptake of Grain Crop
Barky

88

5Ohl

I

.

1.82 0.14
07% 1111

0.43

1.X

What is the N & Puptake of 100 busheVacre barley
with the straw (1.5 tonlacre) removed?
>Barley
>Nitrogen: 1W bolaere *48 ibhu * ,0182 = 87.4 iblaem

>Phosphorus: 1W bolacre * 48 lbhu *.MI34 = 16.3 Iblacm

>Straw
>Phosphorus: 1.5 toolaere '2000 fblton* ,3011= 3.3 iblacre

Crop Uptake of Silage Crop
",sv

pd.. %
PhlW

....................
N
" n

What is the N & P uptake of a 30 tonfacre corn silage
crop?
>Phosphorus:
>30 ton * .35 dry matter * 2,000 lWton * .W25 = 52.5 iblaero
>Nitrogen:

>30 Ion * .35 dry matter * 2,000 iblton * ,0110 = 231 Iblacre

Crop Rotations
>The producer would like to apply the same
amount of nutrients every year.
(Note: OnePlan assumes this scenario)
>A rotation of 3 years alfalfa and 2 years corn
silage is used. What is the rotational
crop'P uptake?
AUaUa:
35.2 lWacm * 3 years= 105.6 lWaeR
Corn Silage: 52.5 lWaem * 2 years = 105 IWam
Total: (105.6 + 109 15 Tears= 42 fWaehear

Crop Rotations
>What if the producer does not want to
apply to his alfalfa because he is unable
to incorporate?
AUaUa:
35.2 lblaem a 3 years= 105.6 iWacm
Corn Silage: 52.5 lblecm * 2 years = 105 lblaem
Total: (105.6+ 105)/2 years = 105.3 iblaedyesr

C a n s l m phosphorus to be "red in foUowing years
C a n never over apply nilrogen in any one year

Applying ~ionutrienis
>The producer has a half full
lagoon, some solids stacked in his
pens and a few cows out on
pasture.. .how do I tell him how
much to apply of each group and
where to apply it?

1

I
I

>Prioritize bionutrient groups and
prioritize fields
>What is the hardest group to transport?
>What is the hardest group to export?
>What fields can liquids be applied to?
>What fields are in pasture?
>What fields can solids be applied to?

Weight and Volume
PIt would be nice if we could tell
the producer to apply 52
poundslacre of phosphorus to
Field I.. .but, how many
truckloads of manure is that or
how many gallons of the pond, or
how many cows on pasture??

PWe need to develop a correlation
between nutrients and the weight
and volume of the solids and
liquids.
>Without bionutrient group testing,
must use book values.

I

Calculating Weight and Volume
Produced by Animals

I

1-

Solids and Separated Solids
)Can calculate application rate
based on volume or weight (Note:
OnePlan uses weight)
9This weight and volume used in
OnePlan assume the following:

>Solids and separated solids have a
specific weight of 60 Iblft3
9Liquid manure is 80 lblft3
>Dry or composted solids may have
less volume and weight but the
same amount of nutrients

I

Hands-On Approach

PEstimating the specific weight of your
manure
9Pick a container with known volume (A 5-galion
bucket)

9Fill the container to the top with manure
9Weigh the bucket
>Calculate iblft3
95 eailons = 0.67ft3

9Compare this with default
values to determine if your
loads should be heavier or
lighter than recommended by
OnePlan.

Solids and Separated Solids
9From our 5-year rotation, crop rotational
phosphorus uptake was 42 pounds per
acre. How much solid manure is thar?
9 4 2 lb Placre divided by 1.457 lb Plton
solid = 28.8 tonslacre
9 4 2 Ib Placre divided by 0.046 lb Plft3
solid = 913 cubic feetlacre

Waste Storage Pond
PThe challenge with the waste
storage pond is that we know how
much manure has entered the pond
but we can't predict how much
liquid will be in the pond. Why is
that?

Because!
>Wet year vs. dry year for
precipitation
>Amount of evaporation
>Varying process water volumes
9Need to calculate an application rate
based on a percentage of the pond

I

Waste Storage Pond
9Liquid storage contains 214.6
pounds of P. If we will be applying
at 42 pounds P per acre, how many
acres do we need?
k214.6 Ib P divided by 42 lb Placre
= 5.1 acres

9 I f we only have a 3-acre pivot
comer, what percentage of the
pond can be applied to this field?
9 (3 acres * 42 lb Placre) divided
by 214.6 lb P = 58% of the waste
storage pond.

Pasture
>Pasture is the only manure group
that can not be exported or
transported.
>Application rate is based on number
of cows and length of time spent on
pasture.

P A typical crop phosphorus uptake for
pasture is 20 ib Placre. How many
acres does the example farm need?
9328.5 ib P from pasture group / 20 lb
Placre =
16.4 acres
9What would be your
recommendations if the producer only
had 10 acres planted in pasture?

Conclusion
>Nutrient management is a balancing
act between the nutrients produced
and the nutrients utilized.
9But, it is not a game. Do not try to
"make the numbers work" instead
of making recommendations to the
facility to change their practices.

I
I

9This is not an exact science
>But, don't use that as an excuse
to not use the best information
you have available to make
useful recommendations.

1

Questions??

Manure Sampling
and Analysis
Dc+(lDitnrrhlcn
Uni%'cmil)aCldnhe
E.lriviaUuul~lPrdurimmlAninulL8mliil

TMn FulL%CwnO

Manure Sam~linr!& Analvsis

P Effects of storage
iEffects of separation
iHomogenous mixture?

Manure Sampling & Analysis
Variations in Manure
9Different species
>Differences in ration
>Feed alley manure

PBedded pack manure
>Separated solids
>Storage pond water

Manure Sampling & Analysis
>If you are go:ng lo sample
i

i

CCIa rcprls:nultvc r m p l e
C r e ior the r w p l c ~rcperly
iTl7i

>Tirn,*,l!~~
iC.ii,uicr

iMix i t e r m p l c well
iIlse a rcpuuoie

iabaialor)

I

Manure Sampling & ~ n a i ~ s i s
P M a k i n g a composite sample
h he more samples taken, the better the sample "IF' it is representative
FIt is representative if the number of samples making
up the composite represents the variation in the
manure (213 of volume comes from bedded pack
then 213 of the samples come from the bedded pack)

Sampling Liquid Storage

I

SamplingLiquid Storage

&Sample at several sites
around the perimeter
9Sample at varying depths

I

Sampling Liquid Storage
9 Alternative methods of sampling liquids
>Sample at the agitation device
PSample at pump outlet
>Sample at the site of application

-

Sampling Separated Solids
Separated Solids
Stack

>Sample at several sites
around the stack
9Sample at varying
depths into the pile
-

/""\

Sampling Technique
PSample according to

>Less - Fewer
PEffective only if
mixed when hauled

Manure Analysis 1
What Do the Numbers Mean?

I
I

I

>Most labs will report the following
information.
>Total Kjeldahl nitrogen (Total
nitrogen that is found in the sample
>Ammonia nitrogen (Organic
nitrogen, or nitrogen that is currently

>Total phosphorus
9Potassium
>Moisture content or dry matter
(Some labs may report results on
a wet or as is basis)

911 is important that we understand the
analysis we receive from the lab and
that we understand how to convert it
into usable information. On manure
analysis, most labs will generally do
this for you.

9When applying fertilizer to crops, we
use the following units:
9Lbs. of Nitrogen
9Lbs. of Phosphate (P205)
9Lbs. of Potash (K20)

Lab Results
>Labs usually report nutrient
content as a percentage, and
usually report phosphorus and
potassium as elemental P & K not
phosphate (P20.5) or potash
(K20).

-

You are likely to see manure values
- reported similar to the following:
>Example: Dairy Drylot Manure
9Total N =0.43% Wet Basis
9NH4-N =0.10% Wet Basis
9 P =0.20% Wet Basis
9 K =0.65% Wet Basis
9Wet Basis means "As Is" in the stack!

,
Converting % to lbslton
>To convert a percentage into lbslton,
we multiply by 20.
>Total N (0.43%) x 20 = 8.6 lbslton

9NH4-N (0.10%) x 20 = 2.0 lbslton
9 P (0.085%) x 20 = 1.7 lbslton
>K (0.32%) x 20 = 6.4 lbslton

-

--

- --

Converting P & K to Phosphate and
Potash
PTo convert P to P205 multiply by 2.288
PTo convert K to K20 multiply by 1.205
BExampIe:
9 1.7 Ibsiton P multiplied by 2.288 =?
93.89 1bs of phosphateiton of manure.
96.4 Ibslton of K multiplied by 1.205 =?
P7.71 lbs of potashtton of manure.

Numbers we can use
>We now have determined that
each ton of manure contains
ruffly 10.6 lbs of N 3.89 lbs of
Phosphate and 7.71 lbs of Potash.

>Based on these numbers, if
Farmer Brown wants to apply
manure to a field that he is going
to grow corn silage in, how many
tons of manure could he apply per
acre without over applying
phosphorus?

P28 ton corn silage will utilize
approximately 112 lbs of
phosphate per acre. If there are
3.89 lbs of phosphate per ton of
manure, he can apply (1 1213.89 =
28.8) 28.8 tons of manure per acre
without applying over the
recommended crop uptake rate.

9How can we detennine a manure
application rate in a situation wbere
manure sampling has not been done,
or in a situation where decomposition
and shtinkage have created a manure
product (such as compost) whose
nutrient content is no longer
representative of the "book values"
shown in the producer's NMP?

P W e can utilize the manure
nutrient production information
found in the nutrient management
plan to estimate the percentage of
the total manure produced that
should be applied to a given field.

Example:
>The NMP shows that an estimated 26,306
lbs of P205 will be produced by Fanner
Brown's herd this year.
>It also shows that Farmer Brown is going
to grow a n estimated 28 tonslacre of corn
silage on Field #l.
PThe plan shows that Field #1 is
approximately 131 acres.

P28 ton silage = 112 lbs of P205
uptakelacre.
k112 lbs x 131 acres = 14,672 lbs
P205 needed!
P 14,672 lbs needed/26,306 lbs
available =?
k55.7% of the manure may be applied
to Field #l.

9Irregardless of the moisture
content of the manure, or the
number of cubic feetlton, Farmer
Brown can apply 55.7% of his
manure to Field #1 without over
applying phosphorus.

>Some adjustments may need be
made if more than one manure
source is being considered.
9Heifer manure vs. milk cow
manure

Questions?

-

I

I

Land Application of Manure

Land Application Goals
>Conserve nitrogen
>Prevent odor problems
>Reduce soil compaction
>Meet application timelines
>Change operator mindset
>Land application is not a means of disposal, but
a form of fertilizer application

-

Factors Affecting Fertilizer Value
,

,:

>Rations fed to livestock
>Method of waste collection
and storage
PFeed, bedding andlor water added
>Timing and method of
>Soil characteristics

,,

,?

./ ,-,?
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Land Application Equipment Should
>Apply bionutrients uniformly
>Saves money $$

Typical Application ~ k t h o d s
>Solid Bionutrients
>Operator controls application rate
FAppiication speed and spreader capacity determine
labor I time requirement

>Side discharge

>Minimum aiipiicationunifomi

1

Typical Application Methods
>Liquid Bionutrient
9Foliow application w.
>Surface imgation
+Minimum cost

1

Tvpical
A~vlication
Methods
.*
..

-

PLiquid Bionutrient (cont.)
PSprinkler irrigation
>Center pivot

1

I

>Good application uniformity
iMinimwn labor reouirements
>Tendency to plug with unfiltered liquids
PSoicd set
*Do not lcannoi move equipment
>Small nodes have a tendency to olue

ub

. . -

>Big gun

I

I

>Minimize plugging due to large novlcs

>Mohite
. ......

>Moderate application uniformity

1

Calibration
PSolid bionum'ent application
PTarp method
>Advantages
>Suitable for any size operation
>Accwale when moisture conlentdiifen by load
>A loadscale is not needed
>Disadvantages
*Does not determine swalh pallem or estimate overlap
>Time consumingand dim,
>Each spreader mwr be calibrated se~araleiv

I

Calibration
>Solid bionuhient application (cont.)
PSwath width and distance

>Advaniagcs
iEvatuatcr spread pmm

>Qisadvantages
iTimccomuming
> ~ e e d t o r wand vniformiy

611 csch mck miiio rams weight

I

Calibration

I

I

PSoiid bionutrient application (cont.)
PLoads per field
>Advanlager
>Easy todo
>Minimal time invesaneni
YDisadvanlages
>Must wei& every load
2Daesn't show the va"abilityoftheapp1ication mle

I

i

Calibration
>Liquid Bionubient Application
PDepth measurement
>Change in depth oflhe wastewaterst

PVolume measurement
>Use flow meters
2Closging problems whcn
mearuringanimal warte
>Can test method
2 1 2 to 24 rain gauger

Use of Staff Gauge

I

9Ouick visual indicating the surface level in
wastewater storage pond
>Iron with porcelain enamel

I

Staff Gauge Calculations

Staff Gauge Calculations

IAL=(LL-z*[s*(LD-AD))I

I

Staff Gauge Excel Spreadsheet

Lt~6dLrnmh
~i~~idl~ieih

LiCdDLOib

ONLY for
reelangular
rmrclurer!

I

-

I

Staff Gauge Excel Spreadsheet

I

Questions??
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Handling Dairy Manure

Manure Handling &
Management

1

Solid Separation
Nutrient Export
Odor
Dust

1-
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Whole Farm Approach
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What is your goal for separation?
To move nutrients off the f a n ?
To reduce odor?
To produce bedding?
To make the liquid pumpable?
To prevent solids from filling ponds?

Percent total solids (wel'as ir' basis)

.
iii
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Handling Dairy Manure
SOLIDISEMI-SOLID
HANDLING

Housing
Facility

I

LIQUIE HANDLING

II

Outdoor lots and pens

I
Collection
& Transfer

Free-stall bam
Parlor, Holding area
Feedlot (barnlot)
(manure with minimum or no bedding)

I

Gutter cleaning
Tractor scrape

I Bucket loader

I

I

cable, vacuum
Chain conveyor
Auger conveyor
Piston pump
Gravit channel

I

solid
liquid

I

Stored within pen

Storage
Concrete pit or tank
Steel tank

Compost pile

I

Transport

Box spreader
Flail spreader

Agitate

Flail spreader

I

Utilization

I

Field spread on pasture or cropland

I

I
I
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Gravity Separation
Concrete or earthen settling basins
Solids settle by gravity

'

I

.

greater separation of Rne soiids
50% removal of ail solids

Easy to operate and remove solids
Consider 2-cell system

.

1 is charglng while the other is drying

e

Easy to installlretrofit In gravity flow systems

Is the separator not working -or is smebody not working??

Slope Screens -high flow
Not many moving

.~
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Pans

Fiow rate must be

contmiled for the
SYSIC~
to function
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Cycloneremonng hand and
aiganics all*, screen
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Centrifuge Seaarators

s

Screw Press Separators

-

1 =ManureSiuny,Z = Liquid,3 =Separated Solids

.
.

1

...
ma:

1:.
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Sol~dsare ve
workable.
Most can be
adjusted to control
moisture
content

Screw Presses

0

..

Advanced Mechanical
Separators

Efficiency
10.40%

Depends on
effluent TS
concentration and
flow rate

1

FAN separators

System Costs

.
..
.
e

Slope Screens - 650 gpm - $60,000
Screw Presses - 300 gpm $50,000
Drums Rotary Screens - 850 gpm - $75,000
DAF Unit- 350 gpm - $120,000 -

-

up to $0.75/cow/month for operation

Concrete Gravity systems - $15 - $50 K

Options for Separated
Solids
Bedding
Direct Land Application
Composting
Re-feeding

...
...*
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Bedding is the most common
use for separated solids in ID
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Solids and Nutrient
Removal

I-Plan Removal Efficiencies
TS,N, P, K
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Example 1: Flush freestall
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System Efficiency Results -

Stage
Mechanical Separator
SetHing Basins
Lagoon

E

BOD
71%
8%
33%

TS
28%
35%
1%

~t ~

*',.

~

~

I

~

System Efficiency Results - Example1

-

COD
58%
12%
7%

I

I

I

I

53 42%

System

40 50%

..me,,

System Efficiency Results - ~ x a m p l e2

*1*:,

1

Slope Screen
Removal Effioency
TS 108%
TP
67%
TKN 57%

Reception Pit
TS 52890
TKN

5

TS

TS 210280
TP
$27

I I T p

TKN

136

TS

1
I

52,890
183
734

10.8%

/

I

6.7%

5.7%

1

I

. , ..

. .

40%

::,'35,%

40%

1' :52%

40%

51%

I

.

.

112800

161
$85

1

...

1 i:: 1

...
..a
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Example 3:

ScrapeN8cuum Dalv, screw press

I

a cyclone

.*.*

Screw Press

----Removal Efficiency

TS

TP

Reception Plt

73860
886

TKN 23111

TS 12ii990
TP
1048
TKN 3218

:TS ilSli0
661
TP

TKN 2240

TS 40.0%
TP (3.5%
TKN 29.4%

.U*"

System Efficiency Results - Example 3
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Should you use a polymer or decrease the screen

.S*"
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Flocculents and Polymers

.
..

" ., ,

sire7

Increase removal of solids
Increase removal o f nutrients

i

(N & P)

..

1.5

:!

i

40

9.3

j

i

60

21.1

!

100

25.0
12.7

I

Cost

0

-

materials
pumpingladdition equipment
mixing devices (if needed)

i

1/32

0
40

17.9

60

47.2

I00

I

..

:
I

i

j

I
-

!

64.2

Fiurhedswlne manure (2% TSJ wf!h slope a m e n

:::,

Example 4: Flush Dairy, siope screen, cyclone!
screw press and DAF (Dissolved Air Flotation) with
polymer and alum
Slope Screen

-

s-c.

*

alum

System Reporting

Removal EMclencx
TS 61.9%
TP 58.4%

** ** m*e

a**@-'
ReceptionPit
TS JODI0
TP
373
TKN 7M

Capture E f f i c i e n c y

*B%i'

165

IdejllY

462

TKN

PI

-

Percent Reduction

Dry Mass Capture Efficiency
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/
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e R = e M u e l lIiQuid1
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mi.(%TS;,)

= innuen1 (mwIquid1 PC = Pressed @he (soiasl

eff = efluenl (&"id)
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Dry Mass-Capture Efficiency

.
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Example

...
0

- Dry Mass Capture
i

TS E 6.97%
Wet Weight = 4ZPTSI

M,, represents some volumetric measure of

continuity that can be measured at ail
processes points

.

..
.

TS i ZT.PB%
Wet Weigh1 =54.75 lb
DryW8ight=(l.+S ib

Flow (gpm. Ipm)
Weight (lbs) - w e t or dry
Mass (Kg)

Unifs donecessarily need fo be common
with fest parameter (mgo as long as they
are consistent throughout fhe test

-

TS i4.18%
Wet Weight = 362 lb
Dry Weight- 0.12 lb

...
Q

Dry Mass Capture Efficiency

%Reduction =

%TSin - %TSq
%TSL

%Re duction =

6.97%- 4.18%
6.97%

I

DM Capture Efficiency = 49.3%

...
.
.
6
*
*

Reporting Recommendations
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One set of data doesn't tell you much
5 sampling eventdmns
Sampie for TS, TKN, TP (BOD & COD
Report average and range of all eventdmns
Dly Masscapture is preferred.ov.erRemoval
Eflciency
Best Results are obtained with a monitoring
scheme and regular sampling
If the results look wrong they probably are!!

Odor & Dust Control
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Odor Emission Sources

.
.

Livestock buildings
Manure storage

e

Stockpiles, basins, iagoons

Land application sites
Method of land application
Feed storage
Mortality storage or disposal
areas

-

Technologies to
Control Odor

Planning, Planning,
Odor Management Plans

I

Comprehensive review, plan and design of how
farm will minimize odors
Manure storage, feed, iand application, mortaiilies,
barns and open lots
Be Pro-active!!! it's cheaper and more effective
Not required for new or existing farms

.

-

Odor Treatment: Porous Cover
WSIIml,zo

in,-ral
inm
N

....
...

Prevent odor generation
Capfure or desfroy
odors before any
release to the
atmosphere
Dispersion or disguise of
odors

Odor Treatment: Anaerobic Digestion
Minimal to no affect on N. P. & K

...
*-

Odor Treatment: High-rate Aeration

Odor Treatment: "Compost" Systems
N conservation dependant on mgmt.

N fate will depend greatly o n aeration method

Odor Treatment: M a n u r e ,njectiLn
Will conserve 50% o f N value

1 ... I
..*asa

-

Odor Mgmt: wastewater I r r i g a t i o n
Need lo work with CID/PE to ensure system is wiLhin
recommendations

.

I

Downward projecling
""771.~

Sources of Odor from
Outdoor Lots

...
1 ... I
.a,.Q-

W h y Dust?

,,*
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Deep and son

Thin and well compacted

,
Driver #3: Manure Moisture Content

...
..*em
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Stocklng Denslly
increase dens~tyof
vn~malsn pens
Adds excreted moisture
per unit area

Driver #2: Loose manure compounded
by evening cow activity

Mortality Management

Mortality
Management
.,,. ,

" , ,. vs.j".'*5.#:J$~$l!:**br&~~m-~

1
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Ron Sheffieid
Wade Managemen1Engineer
oepr ofBio. 8 Ag Engineeting
ioor@uidaho.edu 208-736-3625
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o When livestock dies before t h e
slaughterhouse
m the producer ioses money two ways
a i0.e~ the meat-vaiue of that animal
o the cost to dispose of that anirnai
5 Therefore, producers don't w a n t t o deal

with mortality
m it cost money

Composting of Mortality

Management Methods

o Composting is a c o n t r o l l e d , natural
process in which beneficial organisms

I

reduce and transform organic waste i n t o a
p r e d i c t a b l e and useful end-product
rn a good option for both large and small animals
m requires some labor and space

5 Incineration

1 Basic Process
m

Composting Methods

indigenous populations of bacterial and fungi
will start to decompose the organic matter
when conditions favorable
o Moisture - not too wet and not too dry, about 55%
rnolstuie by weight
o aerobic if aiygen Is available
creates the most
heat, the fastest degradation rate
a ariaeiabic i f no oxygen avaliabie, very slow
o microbes wiil utiiize the carbon and nitrogen and
reproduce

-

5,
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1

Bins
material is transferred between bins as a
means of mixing
s common for poultw and baby pigs
Passive Piles o r Windrows
m naturai movement of oxygen through the
bulking material
with large animals, difficult to turn pile
Mechanical

-

Cornposting Bins for Mortality
Disposal
o Volume is based on poundage of daily
losses
e if average 200 pounds of loss per day
then need 200 cubic feet of primary is
reCommcnded
a with 200 cubic feet of secondary

o Width and depth depends on
equipment
m must be wider than your front-end loader
0

typically 8-leet wide

Bilsland Com~oster- Iowa

Large Scale Compost Bins
Lsge round hay baler set end-tocnd

Secondary
comporting
bin

'

1
material

Fresh rawdiist
moumded to shed

Passive Composter
-

Finished Carcass

18 Placing the Animal

I>

I

Il

identifiable after 6-weeks

I

Goals

Operating Procedure
o Primary heat cycle

o Ratio o f Carbon to Nitrogen

m 10 to 14 days, as oxygen supply decreases,

m 2 3 parts carbon to 1 part nitrogen

o Bulking material provides air space
.serves to provide oxygen
serves absorb odors
o Fresh material shouid h e a t rapidly
s in 24 to 48 hours, should be greater than
120°F

Mortality Management by Rendering
O

Recycles,the nutrients contained in
the dead animal
Requires p r o m p t transport t o
rendering plant
n Transport within 72 hrs (24 hrs is better)

=

Bio-security measures must be observed

ui

temperature decreases
monitor temperature with iong-stem
thermometer
n Secondary h e a t cycle
m move to secondaiy bins for mixing and to
redistribute moisture
m 15 to 20 days of add ltlonai composting
rn

Mortality Management by Rendering

Alternatives t o
prompt
transport

.Freezing

Fermentation

Mortality Management by Rendering
AZuantage~

/I
'

o Consewes nutrients contained in the
dead animals

n Minimal capital investment unless
preservation is used

Mortality Management by Rendering
Di~advanta~e~

1

$

n Storage of animals is required until
pickup.

.-

n Fees charged for pickup
o Low maintenance

n Rendering services may not be
available.

Livestoclc Burial

Trench Method

o The old standard

o Convenient and inexpensive

I .

l a r g e anlmals
need a iarge area for a few burials

o Need better control for concentrated
burials

a Mortality is a cost, however, it must be
part of the overall production plan

C:

I

n Increases sanitary precautions to
prevent disease transmission

o Everybody knows the smell of rotting

o Mortality management is not difficult
unless it is an afterthought

trench 1s opened, and then progressively
backfilled as carcasses are placed
m works best for small anlrnais, broilers, chicks.
and baby pigs
w

l

n Problems
f r o z e n soils,

mud, scavengers

I

/

Record Keeping
CNMP Core Curriculum
Record Keeping - Section 7

1

I

I

Why Recordkeeping?
Protection
-Documentation that CNMP is being followed

Save Time, Money and Energy
-Good documentation for regulatory questions
-Accurately credit nutrient application ($$$)
-Everything is in one place to meet farm CNMP
objectives

I

Why Recordkeeping?
Regulatory requirements
-Provide record keeping that meets a
producers state or federal requirements

IT IS REQUIRED!

CNMP Core Curriculum

..

Who is Responsible?
*

Producers must maintain

- Document Implementation
and management to meet

--

TSP responsibility to inform

- What recards should be kept
- Records should be kept for 5

I

To be discussed:

I

CNMP Requirements
Additional NPDES
Requirements
Record Keeping
Templates

Sources for Record Keeping
Requirements:

I

NRCS. GM-180 National Planning Procedures
Handbook, CNMP Requirements. Record Keeping
EPA, Managing Manure Nutrients at Concentrated
Animal Feeding Operations, Chapter 2, pg 24-25
Specific Requirements

I

--

Annual vs. Frequent Records
Soil tests
Manure analyses
Process water
analyses
Nutrient budgeting

Freouent
Containment
structure records
Operation and
Maintenance
Manure application
Manure transfer
Mortality disposal

-

Annual Records'
CNMP Requirements
Soil Testing
-Record testing date and results
-Perform in accordance with Nutrient Mamt.

NPDES also requires reporting lab
procedure and sampling protocol

Annual Records
CNMP Requirements
Manure and Wastewater Testing
-Sample waste from each manure s
-Anaiyzefor N, P and K
-Record results and sample date
-Can benefit from sampling at eve
pumplciean-out

NPDES also requires reporting lab
procedure and sampling protocol

CNMP Requirements
Nutrient Budgets
-Determine nutrient inputsand removal using
manure analyses, crop yields and application
rates
-These are the records that show CNMP
implementation

i

I

*

NPDES requires documentation of how
nutrient budget was calculated

I

Frequent Records

Freauent Records
CNMP Requirements
Manure Containment Structure Records
NPDES also requires:
- Records of weekly inspections of waste impoundments

i

I

- oepih marker indicating minimum capacity requirements

for the design storm

- On-site rainfall and lemperatuiedata

CNMPCore Curriculum

Maintenance in accordance with Operation
and Maintenance plans
-Record maintenance as performed according
to plan
-Each consetvation practice contains
associated O&M requirements

.

Operation and Maintenance

-

NPDES also requires:
-Daily inspections of water lines
-Weekly inspections of storm water diversions
channeling water to or away from the waste
structure
-Records of actions taken to correct deficiencies

Frequent Records
CNMP Requirements
Manure Application Records
-Containment source

- A ~ ~ l i c a t i orate
n

CNMP'Core:Curricuium

Frequent Records
CNMP Requirements
Manure Application Records

/

-Weather conditions
Wind, precipitation

I

-General soil moisture condition
Wet, dry, saturated

/

-Application method
Broadcast, injection, spray fleld, etc.

.

I

CNMP Requirements
Records

Manure Application

-

-Equipment calibration records
Material flow rates
Application depth
Implement speed

Frequent Records
CNMP Requirements

i

Cropping Records
-Piant & Harvest dates by field
-Crop yields

CNMP Core Curriculum

Frequent Records
CNMP Requirements
Manure transfer records
- Off-site or third party movement
-Record nutrient content, volume and date
-Record recioient

Additional NPDES Requirements

- Years
Keep Records On-Site For At Least 5
Copy of CNMP On Site

Additional NPDES Requirements
NPDES Annual Report
-Animal Inventory
-Annual Manure Generated
-Annual Manure Exported
-Annual Acres Utilized
-Acreage Covered under NMP
-Description of Annual Discharges
-Accounting of Certified Nutrient Management
Planner Developing and/or Approving NMP

CNMP Core Curriculum

What should be provided
to the pFoducer?
Check lists
Record keeping templates

I

Check Lists

-

I
I

Help producer remember to

keep records

Develop a checklist for a producer

- EPA. Managing Manure Nutrients at
Concentrated Animal Feeding
.Ooerations,
.
Aooendix C

Templates

F i n d or build templates that meet the facility

Utiiize what is available to you
-Available from the internet

- Universily extension
- NRCSIEPA documents

I
I
I
1

1

Record Keeping Templates
EPA

- -xih,

w

Nebraska NRCS

- ntml
hil0J~.ne.n~cs.u~da.40vllechnicaIICNMPlNE
CNMP Records

Appiication Methods I Feriiiizerl Manure

- nlt~~llwmaodnlan~neua~oiicalimem~
- hllo:llw.mmolan.0eVI~nm00m11df
. Input
Forms by Manplan.net (Illinois)
- ~~l/*1*~.mnolan.neVweekl~~/o2O~e~o~!
Iowa NMP Operations and Maintenance

Alabama Coo~eraliveExtension Svstem

I-

Conclusion
Difficult to incorporate new best
management p r a c t i c e s
Record Keeping IS important
- G o o d documentation for regulatory purposes
- S a v e money b y crediting nutrient application

-

- M e e t farm C N M P objectives

Any questions?

C N M P Core Curriculum.
.

.

DATA COLLECTION FORMS
and
GUIDELINES TO PREPARE) FOR YOUR
NUTRIENT IMANAGEMENT PLAN

-
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REQUIRED ITEMS FOR COMPREHENSIVE NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a nutrient management plan is to meet agricultural production goals and to certify
that manure and nutrients are properly managed to minimize adverse impact to surface or
groundwater. Plans are written in cooperation with the producer to:
1) Assure proper containment of animal manure and process waste water.
2) Assess resource concerns which exist on the property.
3) Budget nutrient sources to optimize crop water and nutrient needs. Nutrient sources include
commercial fertilizers, animal manure, mineralization of previous crop residues, and
irrigation water.
4) Assess imgation water management to minimize movement of nutrients beyond the root
zone or with runoff.
Land application of manure at agronomic rates, along with imgation scheduling, is the most
effective way to obtain maximum nutrient benefits from manure, condition the soil, and avoid
potential water quality problems 'downstream. Cattle manure is a valuable resource, which will
also improve soil properties such as water holding capacity, infiltration, tilth, structure, porosity,
and nutrient retention and release. If animal manure and/or commercial fertilizers are not
properly managed, contaminants may impact surface and/or groundwater. Some water resource
contaminants associated with poorly managed animal manure and fertilizers are:
Phosphorus in the soil readily adsorbs to soil particles; thus, erosion of soil by surface runoff
is the general mode of phosphorus transport. In very low concentrations, phosphorus can
result in plant and algae blooms in surface water bodies. Alga blooms are a nuisance to
boaters, irrigators, and others. Toxins released by certain algae can be lethal to livestock
or other animals that drink the water. Dissolved oxygen in the water is depleted as algae
die and decompose, sometimes causing fish kiIIs.
Nitrogen in the form of nitrate (NO3^)1s highly water-soluble and will move with water,
particularly down the soil profile past the root zone if not utilized by plants (thus
becoming a groundwater contamination issue). Nitrates are toxic to infants under 6
months, and to livestock at high concentrations. In surface water, excess nitrogen, like
phosphorus, can result in nuisance plant and algae growth.
Organic matter in high load decreases dissolved oxygen in a surface water body when it is
decomposed. Low levels of dissolved oxygen is harmful or even fatal to fish and other
aquatic life.
Bacteria and microorganism illnesses potentially transmitted through water by animal
m k u r e are Giardia, Typhoid Fever, Cryptosporidiu~n,and Cholera. Pathogens from
animal waste can impact surface and groundwater resources.

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN REQUIREMENTS
The following is a list of requirements for nutrient management plans for Idaho dairy producers.
OWNER FACILITY INFORMATION-

0 Name of facility
CI Owner/Operator of facility

R Address of facility
R Phone numbers of ownerloperator Home

Barn

C

e

l

R Legal description of facility (include all owned land used for application of waste):
Section
Township
Range OEName of facility:
Section
Township
Range
Name of facility:
Section
Township
Range
Name of facility:
Section
Township
Range
Name of facility:
I

SITE MAPS
Two site maps are required in a comprehensive nutrient management plan - the Facility Site Plan
and the Land Application Site Plan. See Appendix C for example Facility Site Plans, and
example Land Application Site Plans.

CI Facility Site Plan
Required items on the map:
Livestock:
R Milk barn
R Livestock housing and corrals
Waste structures
R Lagoon(s)
R Separator(s)
R Solid storage
O Liquid manure pump station
ULiquid manure pipelines
R Feed storage
Hydrologic Features:
O Drain ditches
U Springs
CI Seeps
R Runoff flow direction
R Runoff containment
R Waterways (streams, rivers, creeks)
R Ponds
C1 Lakes
R Wetlands
Other Features:
C1 Residences

U Property lines
0 Wells
R North arrow
U Rock outcrops
U Sink holes
C1 Fences
R Berms
U Potable water pipelines
CI Land Application Site Plan
Required items on the map:
R Dairy location
R Labeled fields with name and acreage
U Labeled roads and other landmarks
Hydrologic Features:
R Injection well
U Residential wells
R Drain ditches
U Tile drain outlets
R Springs
U Seeps
U Runoff flow direction
01 Groundwater flow direction
R Berms
Runoff containment

l

-

0 Waterways (streams, rivers, creeks)
Ponds
0 Lakes
U Wetlands
Irrigation Features:
0 Wells
Cl Canalsflaterals
0 Pump station
Pipeline
0 Sediment pond
U Buffer strip

0 Chemigation system
Other Features:
0 Residences
0 Property lines
0 Wells
0 North arrow
0 Rock outcrops
0 Sink holes
0 Fences
0 Berms

FACILITY SITE MAP

APPLICATION SITE MAP

-

FIELD IDENTIFICATION
One Plan develops a nutrient management plan based on individual fields and the cropping
practices on these fields. Completing the following table will provide the information needed to

Select kern the followmg land use types and BMPs for each field which will be used b y the program. Note: See
Land Use Types
1 -Center Pivot Irrigated
Cropland
2 -Surface Irrigated Cropland
3 - Non-Irrigated Cropland
4 -Center Pivot Irrigated
Pasture
5 - Surface Irrigated Pashlre
6 - Non-Irrigated Pasture
7 -Rangeland
8 - HandNheel Line Irrigated
Cropland
9 - HandNheei Line Irrigated
Pasture
Field BMPs
1 -Chiseling and Subsoiling
2 -Consmation Cover
3 -Conservation Tillage
4 -Contour Fanning
5 - Contour Stripcropping
6 - CoverIGreen Manure Crop
7 -Critical Area Planting
8 - Crop Rotation
9- Field Shipcroppmg

10- Mulching (Full Season)
I I- Mulching (Pan Season)
12- Residue Management
13- Subsurface Drains
14- Windbreak
15- Terraces
Irrigation BMPs
1 -Drip Imgation
2 -Irrigation Management
(Without Cutbacks)
3 -Irrigation Management
(With Cutbacks)
4 - Land Leveling
5 -PAM (Full Season)
6 - PAM (Part Season)
7 -Sprinkler System
8- Surge Irrigation
9 - Tailwater Recovery
Pumpback System
10- Irrigation Sediment Pond

Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix A

Livestock BMPs
1 - B ~ s Management
h
2 - Cornposting Facility
3 -Grazing Mechanical
Treatment
4- Heavy Use Protection
5 -Prescribed Grazing
6 - Roof Runoff
7 - Use Exclusion
8 -Watering Facility
Waterway BMPs
1 -Buffer Sm'p
2 -Channel Stabilization
3 -Channel Vegetation
4 -Dike or Berm
5 -Diversion
6 -Filter Ship
7 -Fish Stream Improvement
8 -Grassed Watenvay
9 -Riparian Forest Buffer
10- Sediment Basin
1 I- Streambank Protection
12- Gully Plug
13- Wetland Development

THE WEATHER STATION
You will be asked to identify the weather station for the facility. The weather data will be used to
calculate runoff fiom livestock facilities and to calculate the date when liquid bio-nutrients can be
applied in the spring. The best weather station to use is generally the one closest to the farm;
however, weather patterns are not always uniform. If that is the case for your farm, select a
weather station that best describes your situation.
Weather stations being used for this facility

LIVESTOCK INFORMATION
Nutrient management planners estimate annual manure production based on animal type, animal
weight, and number of animals. The nutrient content of manure O\I,P,K) is estimated fiom
animal type and bodyweight. Fill out the form below for each class of livestock on your
operation. Proportioning annual bedding needs between classes of livestock may not be
possible. At minimum, estimate the total annual amount of bedding used on your operation.

Animal Classes
Daily Lactating Cow
Daily Dry Cow
Dairy Heifer
~ a iCalf
j
Beef - Hieh ~ o r a ~ e
Baef - High Energy
Layer
Pullet
Broiler
Turkey
Duck
Sheep

-

-

Swine - Grower 40-220#
Swine - Replacement Gilt
Sow Gestation
Sow Lactation
Boar
Nursery Pig 5 - 40#
Goat
Hone

Covered Pens
Crates
Concrete Pens
Litter Building
Cages
Open Lot non-vegetated
Winty Feeding Area

Housing Types
Freestall
Open Lot
Covered Shed

Bedding Types
Sand
Compost
I ~ n Straw
g
Chopped Straw
Shavings

Note: Additional Foms Available in Appendix B

MANURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE FARM

Identifying the manure distribution and handling systems on the farm is critical in developing a
plan based on the best estimates of nutrients available from bio-nutrient sources. In the preceding
section, animal units were identified. In this section, the manure that is being produced by the
various animal units on the farm are assigned to manure groups where they will be evaluated for
nutrient losses. Some assumptions will be made on the distribution of manure based on the
responses provided for manure handling when the program is used in the Assisted Mode. The
planner can use a manual mode and assign hisiher own values for manure groups.

Animal Class

Flush
Flush Housing
Area
Feed Area
(Y or N)
(Y or N)

Scrape
Parlor
WorN)

Scrape
Bolding Pen
or

Days On
Pasture

N)

SOLID SEPARATORS
Solid separators are often used to reduce the amount of solids going into the waste storage. If a
separator is used the amount of solids that are being separated %om the liquids will automatically
be calculated. This will create a separated solids bio-nutrient group. The planner should select
the appropriate type of separator(s) being used. Note: The expected rate of solid separation is
displayed in the appropriate columns.
Type of Separator Being Used
Gravity Concrete
Gravity Earthen
Sloped Screen Mechanical
Mechanical
Double Screen Mechanical
Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix C

First
Separator
0 60%
Q 50%
0 15%
40%

Second
Separator
cl 40%

0 30%
cl 0%
0

0%

NUTRIENT CONTENT OF MANURE OR OTHER BIO-NUTRIENTS
Bio-Nutrient
Group

Storage
System

Storage System
Anaerobic Lagoons
Imported Liquid Manure
Imported Solid Manure
Manure and Bedding Held in Roofed Storage
Manure and Bedding Held in Unroofed Storage
~e
in C o w e d ~ k c t u r e
Manure ~ i q u i d s , ~ i d ; aStored
Manure Liuuids,Storare Storcd in Lncovered Structure
Manure stored in open Lot, Arid Region
Manure Stored in Open Lot, Humid Region
Manure Stored in Pits Beneath Slatted Floors
Non-manure Liquid Bio-Nutrients
Non-manure Stored Bio-Nutrients
Pasture'
Waste Storaee Pond. Diluted 4 0 %
Waste Storage Pond, Diluted >50%

'

-

Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix D

Application
Method

Days to
Incorporation

Application Method
lmgation
Broadcast, Incorporated deeper than 3"
Broadcast, lncorporated less than 3"
Broadcast, No incorporation, with containment
Broadcast, No incorporation, with no containment

Days to Incorporation
1-3 days
4-7 days
>7 days

DAILY WATER USE IN THE MILKING CENTER
Your nutrient management planner needs to estimate the volume of liquid dairy waste produced
on your f m . This worksheet provides the necessary calculations for estimating the amount of
liquid wasfe produced per day.
Stanchionslside

Type of Parlor

Parlor Types are Heningbone, Parallel, Rotary, Flat, Walk Through, and Tie Stall

Number of Milkings per Day

-

Number Hours per Day Used for Milking

Do you load milk directly into truck? R Yes 0 No
Pipeline Cleaning. Most dairy operations fill their cleaning vat four times per milking with a
pre-milking sanitizing, post-milking rinse, detergent cycle, and acid rinse. The equation for
calculating pipeline cleaning volume is shown below. You will need to measure the volume of
water that is used for each cycle.

Bulk Tankls) Cleaning The amount of water used to clean a bulk tank varies depending on
whether the tank is cleaned manually or with an automatic washer. Approximately 30 to 50
gallons are used to manually wash bulk tanks. A refined estimate is possible by calculating
water flow rate from the hose and estimating the number of minutes used to spray the tank
(calculation similar to parlor wash-up below). Automatic washers use 60 to 120 gallons per
wash. Your milking equipment dealer can provide a water use estimate for your particular
automatic tank washer.
Tank 1

-

Size of Tank

Galiwash

Washes per Day

Size of Tank

Galiwash

Washes per Day

Tank 2

Holding Pen SarinMers. Do you use holding pen sprinklers to wash cows prior to milking?
0 Yes
No If yes:
Capacity of Holding Pen. .....Number of Sprinklers in Pen

Cows
Sprinklers are on timer

Yes R No

h o u n t of Time Sprinklers Are Used on Each String
Flow Rate of Sprinklers......

gPm
If you are designing storage for a 6 months period of time, it is important to accurately
account for months sprinklers are in use, so storage is not over-estimated:
Months sprinklers are used (circle months used):
Jan Feb Mar
Aor
May
Jun
Jut
Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

All

Preparing Cows for Mitkingt Dairies that pre-dip cows generally use water on only a few cows
per milking. Herds which manually wash udders will use !4 to 1 gallon of water per cow per
milking. Use the higher estimate if "liberal amounts" are used to prep
- cows.
a) Do you iodine pre-dip your cows?
b) Do you manually wash cows prior to milking?
gal/cow/milking
If yes enter the water use

0 Yes 0 No
0 Yes 0 No

Provide a brief description of milking preparation procedures

Rackflushing Milking Units. Approximately % to !h gallon of water is used to inanually
backflush inilkinp units. Automatic backflush units will use 1 to 4 gallons per backflush cycle.
You can refine the estimate for your dairy by catching the water used to backflush a unit in a 5
gallon bucket.
Is there a backflush unit on your milking units?
OYes O N o
If yes, enter water use:
Gals/unit/flush
Parlor Cleaning The amount of water used to clean the parlor floor varies tremendously
between dairies.

& In general, you will use 5 gallons of water per minute from a conventional pressure
system and 20 gallons per minute from a booster pump system. You can refine your estimate by
timing how long it takes to fill a 5 gallon bucket with water.
X

gaVmin fkom hose

X

min lwashdown

# washiday

Flush. Enter the following information if a flush system is being used.

___i

X

X

total flowrate (gpm)

min flush

# flusidday

DeckFlush: Enter the following information if a flush system is being used.
X
# of nozzles

X

Sec i flush

X

nozzle flowrate (gpm ) # flusheslday

Other CleaninnMethod: Enter the volume of water and describe the cleaning method
Description:

Cleaning the Holding Pen. Large volumes of waste water are generated if the holding pen is
washed down with a hose or cleaned with a flush system.

Hose: In general, you will use 5 gallons of water per minute from a conventional pressure
system and 20 gallons per minute from a booster pump system. You can refine your estimate by
timing how long it takes to fill a 5 gallon bucket with water.
X

X

gal/min from hose

min /wash down

# waswday

Flush: Enter the following information if a flush system is being used.
X

total flowrate (gpm)

X

min flush

# fluswday

Other Cleanina Method: Enter the volume of water and describe the cleaning method.
Description:

Cooling Equipment.
Do you have a water cooled compressor for your cooling milk? If so, enter the following:
gaVmin from hose

hours / day

Do you have a water driven vacuum pump? If so, enter the following:
gal/min from hose

hours I day

Do you recycle the cooling water?
If yes where is it used 0 Cleaning Milk Barn/ Washing Cows [II Cow Drinking

1Miuc Cooling Substantial amounts of "waste water" can be generated from a plate cooler or precooler. As a general rule, two gallons of water is used to pre-cool one gallon of milk. Most
dairies recycle the pre-cooler water for other purposes (example use water to pre-cool milk then
use to water cows). The volume of water must be considered in lagoon sizing if it isnot recycled
for other uses.
Ibs / cow / day
Enter the average milk produced per cow daily
If milk is pre-cooled - how is it cooled?
0 Pre-Cooler / Plate Cooler

Enter Water to Milk Ratio

gal to 1 gal milk

0 Glycol Chiller
0 Bulk Tank Air Cooled

Do you recycle the cooling water?
If yes where is it used 0 Cleaning Milk B a d Washing Cows 0 Cow Drinking

Miscellaneous Water Uses. A "fudge" factor is typically added to cover items not listed above.
Two common examples include: cleaning calf bottles and washing off boots.
Washing Machines for Clothes or Cow Drying Towels Loads per Week
Washing Machine Water is disposed of in (Lagoon, Septic, Other)
Water Used Per Load of Wash.. .................................
Miscellaneous water used per day - goes to lagoon.. ....................
Milk House Floor Wash Down.. .....................................................

Freestall Flush Systems
Do you flush freestalls/alleys................................. ( O Y e s o r O N o )
Do you flush freestalls/alleys with recirculated water .....( 0 Yes or 0 No )
If No Number of Flush Pumps.. ....................

gallload
gal / day
gal / day

RUNOFF AREAS
On all dairies, liquid storage ponds are sized to contain contaminated runoff from cow yards,
feed lanes, and feed storage areas. The volume of runoff is dependent on the type of surface and
the slope. Your nutrient management planner will need to know if runoff is diverted to your
liquid waste storage.
Name of Area Contributing
Runoff

Type of Surface
Earthen
ConcretePaved
Roofed
Concrete/Paved Scraped
Daily

Surface
Type

Width
(ft)

Slope
>3Yo
13%

Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix E

Length
(ft)

Slope

Containment Method

Containment Method
Storage Pond
Containment Berms
Containment within Corrals
Not Contained

IDENTIFYING AND SIZING MANURE STORAGE UNITS

s
Years between cleaning is the years between cleaning of sludge from the system

Separated Solid Storage requires storage for 6 months only or 50% o f total

CROP ROTATIONS
Crop rotation information is used to determine the nutrient uptake. Rotation information will
need to be entered for each different cropping pattern that is being used on the farm.

Rotation Name 1 Number
Year

Crop

Avg
Yield

1

2
3
4

12

Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix F

Lbsl Bu

Bio-Nutrients
Used

FIELD CROP ROTATION INFORMATION
Each field must have a crop rotation pattern assigned. This rotation pattern will be used to
evaluate nutrient needs for each year in the plan. To complete the table, enter the field name,
- give
the rotation a name and identify which year the field falls within the rotation.

I

*Crop residue management options: Enter the numberfor thepractice used and a valuefor tons
ifresidue is incorporated
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Residue Burned
Residue Incorporated in Late Summer (around August 15)
Residue Incorporated in Early Fall ( around September 15)
Residue Incorporated in Fall ( around October 15)
Residue Incorporated in Late Fall ( around November 15)
Residue Incorporated in Early Spring ( around March 15)
7) No-till or Direct seed
8) Residue Removed with or after Crop Harvest
9) Perennial Croplno tillage

Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix G

IRRIGATION INFORMATION
Irrigation water management is very important in nutrient management. If irrigation water is
over-applied what the crop uses, there is potential for runoff andlor leaching of nutrients. If
imgation water is under-applied, the crop will not have optimal growth conditions. Crop
imgation water requirements changes through the growing season depending on climate
conditions and crop evapotranspiration rate. Proper imgation water management responds to
these crop demands.
Information your Nutrient Management Planner will need:

O Wheel lines/handlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow rate:Number of nozzles:Date of Final irrigation:
Date of Initial Imgation:
No. of days to completely imgate field:___
Down time per day:Ws)
I
Days between imgat1on:EvaporatiodDrift Losses(5-10):(%)
Estimated runoff:
Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Date of Final Irrigation:
Date of Initial Imgation:
Days between irrigation:Time to complete one cycle:(ks)
Estimated runoff:(%)
EvaporationIDrift Losses(5-10):(%)
Surface Irrigation (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
(%I
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
U Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
(ft)
Longest funow length:Furrow flow rate:( g ~ m OR
)
Time to reach end of furrow:(ks)
Date of Final Imgation:
Date of Initial Imgation:
Set Time for Single Furrow Run
(ks)
Delivery Method: 0 Gated pipe Cl Siphon tubes Cl Earthen ditch with cutouts
0 Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of opening:(in)
Elevahon difference between head ditch water surface and gate:(in)
0 Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and furrow:(in)
D Earthen ditch with cutouts
Note: Additional Forms Available in Appendix H

WELL TEST INFORMATION
Nutrient Management Planners typically provide the latest well test information in the Nutrient
Management Plan. The Idaho State Department of Agriculture has tested the wells of every
dairy in Idaho. Dairy producers were provided with the report of that test.
Well Test Information (if applicable)
Well
Name

I

Test
Date

I

I

Hardness

EC

@pm)

(uS/m)

I

pH

I

Potassium

Nitrate

(ppm)

(ppm)

I

I

Nitrite Ammonia
(ppm)
(ppm)

I

I

I

Sodium
Bicarb

_ Coliform

(~pm)

(ent1100ml)

I

Note: Additional Forms ~vailabiein Appendix I

SOIL TEST INFORMATION
ISDA-Dairy Bureau regulation uses soil test phosphorus as the indicator for environmental impact from
agricultural production practices. The regulations are based on a threshold soil test phosphorus level
(TH), above which there is no agronomic advantage to application of nutrients.

0 Fields with no runoff: if the water table is greater than 5 feet from ground surface, TH = 30
ppm (Olsen P method, 18-24" soil depth).
R Fields with no runoff: if the water table is less than 5 feet from ground surface, TH = 20 ppm
(Olsen P method, 18-24" soil depth).

C1 Fields with runoff: TH = 40 ppm (Olsen P method, 0-12" soil depth).
If soil test phosphoms is below TH, regulations allow for land application of nitrogen equal to rates
recommended by the University of Idaho Fertilizer Guides or another accredited database. The
regulations identify no agronomic advantage to nutrient application on soils at or above TH, however,
they allow for land application of animal manure at rates equal to crop uptake of phosphorus at soil test
levels above TH. ISDA regulatory soil testing on livestock operations will be conducted every three
years to determine trend data, based on TI-I.
Unless ashortage of acreage exists for land application of manure, it is recommended to have
your nutrient management plan written for land application of solid and liquid manure to the rate
of crop uptake. Application of the manure resource to this rate is a sustainable practice and is
always allowed under ISDA regulations. Regardless of the rate prescribed by y o u nutrient
management plan, soil testing at the 0-12 inch and 12-24 inch soil depths is required for nitrogen
management.

I

The 590 Standard requires the Nitrogen soil test within 3 months and the Phosphorus and
Potassium soil test within 9 months of the application any nutrients source.
If the soil pH is > 6.2 use the Olsen (Sodium bicarbonate test method. If the soil pH is <6.2 use
the Morgan (Sodium acetate method) or Bray-1 test method.

0 Spring soil test for nitrogen (recommended to be taken annually)
Southern Idaho 0-12" and 12-24" (NO3-N and NH4-N) nitrogen test
Northern Idaho 0-12" (NO3-N and NH4-N) nitrogen test and 12-24" (N03-N) nitrogen
test

0 Soil test for phosphorus (optional if plan written for land application of manure at the rate of
crop uptake, required if plan is written for land application of manure above crop uptake)
depths required if plan written for land application of manure above crop uptake:
0-12": for all fields
18-24": additional requirement for fields with no runoff
0 Other parameters (optional)

,

Field Name:

Soil Test Date:

Soil Texture:
Phosphorus Test Method:
Soil Test Parameter

0-12"

12-24"

18-24"
(required if no
runoff from field)

FERTILIZER PLACEMENT AND TLMZNG

D Phosphorus Fertilizer Placement: check which applies
0 Phosphorus fertilizer placed with a planter or plowed deeper than 2 inches
0 Phosphorus fertilizer incoQorated greater than 3 inches by disking or chiseling
D Phosphorus fertilizer surface applied, no incorporation
D Phosphorus fertilizer surface applied on frozen ground
0 Organic Phosphorus (manurehiosolids) Fertilizer Placement: check which applies
Organic phosphorus injected or plowed deeper than 2 inches
0 Organic phosphorus incorporated greater than 3 inches by disking or chiseling
0 Organic phosphorus incorporated less than 3 inches by harrowing, etc.
0 Organic phosphorus surface applied, no incorporation
O Organic phosphorus surface applied on frozen ground
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application timing: check which applies
0 No nitrogen fertilizer applied
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application split with nitrification inhibitor
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application split with some applied pre-plant and some applied during
I
the growing season.
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application pre-plant in the Spring
Cl Nitrogen fertilizer application pre-plant in the Fall

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE INFORMATION
Best management practices help to decrease the amount of erosion off the field and leaching
below ?he root zone. Your nutrient management planner will want to know if you have BMPs on
your fields.
Enter field name, and check all best management practices that apply to that field:
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........................................................................

Field Name

Conservation Cover

IContour Stripcropping

..... -~

.
.
.
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I
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. -,. ....

>
.
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Area Plantina
p
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I . :
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.-:. ...
........... -. .....................
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e ..............
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...- ... " ...............
...
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............ 1 .'.
.........
. ' ................................
,
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..
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....

L
.
.
.

.-
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C_-.
.--..
- --.
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h
razing Mechanical Treatment
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- .
...........
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-....
.- .

. . - -.

. -. ..- -...- .-.-

Use Exclusion
Watering Facility
Buffer Strip
Channel Stabilization
."Channel Vegetation
Dike or Berm
Diversion
I
l~ilterStrip
Fish Stream Improvement
Grassed Waterway
Riparian Forest Buffer
Sediment Basin
Streambank Protection
1
Gully Plug
/wetland Development
Frigation Sediment Pond

.

.

.. . . ..- ......, . ..-

...

-. .-. .. .. . ..
.

-

,

,,

-

L

~

- ..... .....- .- .. .......-.. ..-. .. .. . .. .... ..
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.

~

I

j
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Note: Additional Best Management tables are provided in Appendix K

RESOURCE CONCERN INFORMATION
Field Resource Concerns:
There may be physical features on your fields which may increase the potential for nutrient
transport to surface or ground water. The following are resource concerns nutrient
management planners look for on each field.

1. Irrigation Canalsfiaterals -Irrigation tail water can deliver nutrients to surface water via open
canals. Nutrient loading of open canals can have a detrimental affect on the health of receiving
waters.
2. Wetlands - Typically wetlands are low-lying areas of groundwater discharge with water loving
plants. Nutrient introduction into wetlands increases the potential of groundwater and surface
water contamination.
3. Surface Waters (StreamsLakes/Springs)
4. Sink Holes - Sink holes are low-lying areas which may collect runoff and/or irrigation water.
They may be areas of increased water and contaminant movement to groundwater.
5. Rock Outcrops - Rock outcrops are areas where there is exposedrock with little soil. They may
be direct links to groundwater through cracks and fissure. Nutrients should not be applied on
rock outcrops unless the outcrop has been sealed. Sealing methods include one foot of
compacted soil with 15% clay content or gypsum sealing.

6. Groundwater Discharge Zones - Groundwater discharge zones are areas in the field where
groundwater table surfaces typically during the spring or during irrigation season. Nutrient
introduction into these areas strongly increases the vulnerability of groundwater contamination.
7. Well Heads -wellheads offer a direct link to groundwater. If well heads receive runoff
from animal corrals or agricultural fields the potential for groundwater contamination is very
high. Runoff should be diverted from the well head and new wells should be properly placed
up gradient from contamination sources, following all state and federal setbacks.
.
8. Subsurface Tile Drains - Subsurface drains can deliver nutrients to surface water.
Subsurface drains run the risk of decreased time for contact of the nutrients to adsorb onto
soil particles or to be utilized by the crop. Irrigation management is also affected because
shallow soils have a lower water holding capacity.
9. Limiting Layers -Limiting layers in the soil such as a hard pan or rock decrease the depth
of soil in which the crop will grow. Shallow soils run the risk of decreased time for contact
for the nutrients to adsorb onto soil particles or to be utilized by the crop causing the
potential for runoff or leaching.

Enter field name, and then check all resource concerns that apply to that field:

Note: Additional resource concern tables are provided in Appendix L

APPENDIX A
FIELD IDENTIFICATION
Copy and use as needed

One Plan develops a nutrient management plan based on individual fields and the cropping
practices on these fields. Completing the following table will provide the information needed to

Select from the following land use types and BMPs for each field which will be used b y the program.
Land Use Types
1 Center Pivot Irrigated
Cropland
2 - Surface Irrigated Cropland
3 - Non-lmgated Cropimd
4 Center Pivot Irrigated
Pasture
5 -Surface Irrigated Pasture
6 Non-Irrigated Pasture
7 - Rangeland
8 - HandNheel Line Irrigated
Cropland
9 - HandNheel Line Irrigated
Pasture

-

-

Field BMPs
I -Chiseling and Subsoiling
2 - Conservation Cover
3 - Conservation Tillage
4 -Contour Farming
5 -Contour Stripcropping
6 - CoverIGreen Manure Crop
7- Critical Area Planting
8 Crop Rotation
9- Field Stripcropping

-

10- Mulching (Full Season)
11- Mulching (Prat Season)
12- Residue Management
13- Subsurface Drains
14- Windbreak
15- Terraces
Irrigation BMPs
I -Drip Inigation
2 - Inigation Management
(Without Cutbacks)
3 -Irrigation Management
(With Cutbacks)
4 - Land Leveling
5 -PAM (Full Season)
6 - PAM (Part Season)
7 -Sprinkler System
8- Surge Im.gation
9 - Tailwater Recovery
Pumpback System
10- Irrigation Sediment Pond

Livestock BMPs
1 - B ~ s Management
h
2 - Cornposting Facility
3 - Grazing Mechanical
Treatment
4 - Heavy Use Protection
5 -Prescribed Grazing
6 - Roof Runoff
7 - Use Exclusion
8 - Watering Facility
Waterway BMPs
1 - Buffer Strip
2 - Channel Stabilization
3 -Channel Vegetation
4 - Dike or B m
5 - Diversion
6 -Filter Strip
7 -Fish Stream Improvement
8 - Grassed Waterway
9 - Riparian Forest Buffer
10- Sediment Basin
11- Streambank Protection
12- Gully Plug
13- Wetland Development

APPENDIX B
LIVESTOCK INFORMATION
Copy
- and use as needed

Nutrient management planners estimate annual manure production based on animal type, animal
weight, and number of animals. The nutrient content of manure (N,P,K) is estimated from
animal type and bodyweight. Fill out the form below for each class of livestock on your
operation. Proportioning annual bedding needs between classes of livestock may not be
possible. At minimum, estimate the total annual amount of bedding used on your operation.

Animal Classes
Dairy Lactating Cow
Dairy Dry Cow
Dairy Heifer
Dairy Calf
Beef- High Forage
Beef - High Energy
Layer
Pullet
Broiler
Turkey
Duck
.
Sheep
Swine - Grower 40-22W
Swine- Replacement Gilt
Sow ~ e s t a t i o n
Sow Lactation
Boar
Nursery Pig 5 - 4W
Goat
Horse

Housing Types
Freestall
Open Lot
Covered Shed
Covered Pens
crates
Concrete Pens
Litter Building
Cages
Open Lot non-vegatated
Winter Feeding Area

Bedding Types
Sand
Compost
Long Straw
Chopped Straw
Shavings

APPENDM C
MANURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE FARM
Copy and use as needed

identifying the manure distribution and handling systems on the farm is critical in developing a

.,

plan based on the best estimates of nutrients available from bio-nutrient sources. In the preceding
section, animal units were identified. In this section, the manure that is being producedby the
various animal units on the farm are assigned to manure groups where they will be evaluated for
nutrient losses. Some assumptions will be made on the distribution of manure based on theresponses provided for manure handling when the program is used in the Assisted Mode. The
planner can use a manual mode and assign hisker own values for manure groups.

Animal Class
(Y or N)

,

Flush
Feed Area
(YorN)

Flush Housing
Area
. (YorN)

Scrape
Parlor
(Y or N)

Scrape
Holding Pen
(Y o r N)

Days on
Pasture

Solid Separation
Solid separators are often used to reduce the amount of solids going into the waste storage. If a
separator is used the amount of solids that are being separated from the liquids will automatically
be calculated. This will create a separated solids bio-nutrient group. The planner should select
the appropriate type of separator(s) being used. Note: the expected rate of solid separation is
displayed in the appropriate columns.
Type of Separator Being Used
Gravity Concrete
Gravity Earthen
Sloped Screen Mechanical
Mechanical
Double Screen Mechanical

First
Separator
0 60%
0 50%
0 15%
0 30%
f l 40%

Second
Separator
0 40%
30%
[7 0%
0 0%

n

o0h

APPENDIX D
NUTRIENT CONTENT OF MANURE OR OTHER BIO-NUTRIENT
Copy and use as needed

Bio-Nutrient
Group

Storage
System

Application
Method
I

Storage System
Anaerobic Lagoons
Imported Liquid Manure
Imported Solid Manure
Manure and Bedding Held in Roofed Storane
Manure 2nd Brddrng Hrld m Ilnrooied ~ t o r o ~ e
Manurc I.iuulds Stomr!~Srured in Covrrrd Srructure
Manure ~ i q u i d s l ~ t o r aStored
ie
in Uncovered Structure
Manure Stored in Open Lot, %d Region
Manure Stored in Open Lot, Humid Region
Manure Stored in p i s Beneath Slatted Floors
Non-manure Liquid Bio-Nuhients
Non-manure Stored Bio-Nuhients
Pasture
Waste Storage Pond, Diluted <50%
Waste Storage Pond, Diluted >50%
Application Method
lmgation
Broadcast, Incorporated deeuer than 3"
Broadcast, lnco&orated lis$ than 3"
Broadcast. No incomoration. with containment
Broadcast, No incorporation, with no containment
Days to lncorporatioo
1-3 days
4-7 days
>3 days

Days to
Incorporation

APPENDIX E
RUNOFF AREA
Copy and use as needed

On ail dairies, liquid storage ponds are sized to contain contaminated runoff from cow yards,
feed lanes, and feed storage areas. The volume of runoff is dependent on the type of surface and
the slope. Your nutrient management planner will need to know if runoff is diverted to your
liquid waste storage.

-

Type of Surface
Earth
ConcreteRaved
Roofed
Concrete/Paved Scraped
Daily

Slope
>3%
< 3%

Containment Method
Storage Pond
Containment Berms
Containment within
Corrals
Not Contained

Mandatory Description of slope pattern, runoff, and containment prattices for facility

APPENDIX F
CROP ROTATIONS
Copy and usc as needed

Rotation Name / Number
Year

'4%
Yield

Crop

Bio-Nutrients
Used

Lbsl Bu

1

2
3

4

-

1

12

1

I

I

I

I

APPENDIX G
CROP FIELD ROTATION INFORMATION
Copy and use as needed

Each field must have a crop rotation pattern assigned. This rotation pattern will be used to
evaluate nutrient needs for each year in the plan. To complete the table, enter the field name,
give the rotation a name and identify which year the field falls within the rotation.
Field Name

Rotation Name

Year in
Rotation

Residue..
Management

*Crop residue management options: Enter the number for thepractice used and a valuefor tons
ifresidue is incorporated
1) Residue Burned
2) Residue Incorporated in Late Summer ( around August 15)
3) Residue Incorporated m Early Fall (around September 15)
4) Residue Incorporated in Fall ( around October 15)
5) Restdue Incorporated m Late Fall ( around November 15)
6) Residue Incorporated in Early Spring ( around March 15)
7) No-till or Direct seed
8) Resldue Removed with or after Crop Harvest
9) Perennial Croplno tillage

APPENDIX H
IRRIGATION INFORMATION
Copy and use as needed

-

Irrigation water management is very important in nutrient management. If irrigation water is
applied above the amount the crop uses, there is potential for mnoff andlor leaching of nutrients.
If irrigation water is under-Oapplied, the crop will not have optimal growth conditions. Crop
irrigation water requirements changes throughout the growing season depending on climate
conditions and crop evapotranspiration rate. Proper irrigation water management responds to
these crop demands.
Information your Nutrient Management Planner will need:
U Wheel lineshandlines h e r field, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
Nozzle flow rate:(gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Number of nozzles:Date of Final Irrigation:
Date of Initial Irrigation: i
No. of days to completely irrigate field:Down time per day:(hrs)
Days between irrigation:EvaporationiDriR Losses(5- 10):(%)
Estimated runoff(%I
0 Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
System flow rate:___ ( a m )
Date of Final Irrigation:
Date of Initial Irrigation:
Days between irrigation:Time to complete one cycle:(hs)
Estimated runoff:(%I
EvaporationiDrifi L o s s e s ( 5 - l o ) : (%)
0 Suface Irrigation (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
(%I
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
D Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
C3 More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
Longest furrow length:(fi)
Furrow flow rate:(@m) OR
Time to reach end of furrow:__
@s)
Date of Final Imgation:
Date of Initial Irrigation:
Set Time for Single Furrow Run
(hrs)
Delivery Method: 0 Gated pipe U Siphon tubes D Earthen ditch with cutouts
Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of opening:'
(in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and gate:(in)
0 Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and furrow:(in)
D Earthen ditch with cutouts

APPENDIX 1
WELL TEST
Copy and use as needed

Nutrient management planners typically provide the latest well test information in the Nutrient
Management Plan. The Idaho State Department of Agriculture has tested the wells of every
dairy in Idaho. Dairy producers were provided with the report of that test.
Well Test Information (if applicable)

APPENDIX J
FIELD SOIL TEST INFORMATION
Copy and use ar needed

Field Name:
Soil Texture:
Phosphorus Test Method:

Soil Test Date:

APPENDIX K
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES INFORMATION

-

Copy and Use as Needed

Best management practices help to decrease the amount of erosion off the field and leaching
below the root zone. Your nutrient management planner will want to know if you have BMPs on
your fields.
--

Enter field name, and check all best management practices that apply to that field:
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..
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~

Field Name

"..

1
II

!Crop Rotation

\Residue Management

I

-

-.-,.

.

/Irrlgation~anagernent
(With Cutback)

. .. . ..

.

... , .

Field Name
eavy Use Protection

]Fish Stream Improvement

IGrassed Waterway

-uffer

I. ;.

]sediment Basin

-

.,..

..

-

APPENDIX L
RESOURCE CONCERNS INFORMATlON
Copy and Use as Needed
Field Resource Coacerns
There may be physical features on your fields which may increase the potential for nutrient
transport to surface or ground water. The following are resource concerns nutrient
Enter field name, and then check all resource concerns that apply to that field:
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WheaiSpnng. Diyisnd. S. loand N. UT
Whsal.Winter. Dlyland. S. 10 and N. LIT
WhaalSpring. S. ID, lmgaled
Wheal-Winter. Inigated. S. ID

NIA. No Second Cmp
Anelfa Hay. Double Cropped. S. ID, lnigaled
Beans, Double crobped. S. 10, lmgated
Cam. Field, Double Crcpped. S. ID, tmgated
Small Grain Haylsge. Spring, Double Cropped. S. ID, lmgeted
small Grain Haylags, Winter. Double Cmpped. S. ID. lmgated
Sorghum. Double Cropped, S. ID, imgaled
SophumiSudan, Double Cropped. S. ID, lmgated
T8ilIcala Haylage. Spring. Double Cropped. S. ID, lmgaied
Triticale Haylage. Winter. Double Cropped, S. ID, lmgatad

Alfaifa, Hay, N. ID
AlfallaSilage. N. ID
BarleySpdng, N. ID, 21'oiless Piecipilaiion
Barley-Spring,N. ID, 22-24. Precipitation
Barleyspring, N. ID, mom than 24' Pmcipltatlon
~arley-winter.N. ID. 21'or lcsr Piacipltetion
Bariey-Winter. N. ID. 2224' Precipitalion
~ar(ey-winter.N. ID, more than 24'~renpita1ion
Bluegrass Seed. N. ID. less than 1VPrsclpitafion
Bluegrass Seed. N, ID. 19.21' Preclpliatlon
Chickpeas. N. 10

Crop Rotation Patterns
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Lentils. N. ED
Ost~.N. ID
pasture-~iars.N. ID, less than 20. Precipletion
Pastum.Giass. N. ID, 20-22' Preclpilaiion
Pasture-Grass.N. ID. 22-25" Prccipttalion
Perlure-Grass, N. ID, more than 2 s Precipitation
Pasture-Legume, LegumelGiass. N. ID
Peas. N, iD
Rapeaead.Wintec, N. ID

. ~ ~ z l ~ ~ F ~ ; * : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Wheatspring. son w i l e , N. ID, 2l'or lass Pncipitation
WheaISpting, SaR W l e , N. ID. 22-24' Piexipitatin
Wheatspring. son w i l e . N. ID, mare than 24'Precipiiation
WhealSpiing. Hard Red. N. lo, 21'or i s s Precipilalion
Wheat-Spring. Hard Red, N. ID, 22-24' Piecipilslion
Wheat-Sptinp. ~ a r Red.
d
N. ID, more than 24. Precipitation
Wheat-Winter. N. ID, less than 21'Precipiiation
wheat-Winter. N. ID. 22-24" Piecipilation
wheal-Winter. N. ID, more man 24~Pmipllalion

Crop Rotation Patterns

>Cropping Section
9Crop Rotations Information
>Annual sequencing by
>Field
>Crop Year

Questions ?

0 NRCS
"

I

Irrigation
"RC.5

Resource Concerns
Ralph Flaw.
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